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Abstract

Modeling of natural stimulus representation in the human brain using canonical correlation
analysis

by

Natalia Yurievna Bilenko

Doctor of Philosophy in Neuroscience

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Jack L. Gallant, Chair

Understanding the representation of natural stimuli in the human brain is one of the
fundamental goals of neuroscience. In this dissertation, I describe an unsupervised learning
approach for investigating BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) responses throughout the
cortex to natural movies and speech. This approach for data-driven learning of representa-
tional features is particularly useful for regions of the brain where the features aren’t well
understood.

First, I describe Python software for canonical correlation analysis called Pyrcca, devel-
oped for implementing this approach. Then, I introduce a method called FISCA (functional
inter-subject component analysis). FISCA uses canonical correlation analysis to estimate
components of BOLD responses based on cross-subject similarity. FISCA can be used for
combining data across subjects according to functional and not anatomical similarity. FISCA
predictively models BOLD responses to novel stimuli across subjects and allows accurate
identification of stimulus timepoints based on these predictions.

FISCA components are interpretable. For both natural movie and natural story exper-
iments, I visualize the components on the cortical surface to characterize the role of each
component in explaining representation in different brain areas. I also compute the tuning of
each component for low-level visual and semantic features. FISCA components are stimulus-
agnostic. I demonstrate how FISCA can be used to identify amodal regions by combining
data between natural movie and speech experiments.

FISCA is an accurate, flexible, and extensible unsupervised method for modeling brain
responses to natural stimuli. Using this approach, I uncover representation of natural visual
and speech stimuli throughout the cortex. I hope that in the future, this approach will
be used for creating more accurate models and improving our understanding of cortical
processing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The human brain is staggeringly complex, and humans have long endeavored to comprehend
it. Evidence of scientific experiments aimed at understanding human cognition stretches
throughout written history, back to Sumerian investigations of pharmacological substances
over six thousand years ago. For many centuries, the role of the brain was unknown, but the
search for the source of thought, sensation, and emotion was as paramount as it is today.

Contemporary researchers are continuing to rapidly expand our knowledge of brain
anatomy and function, as much remains uncharted. Thirty-four years ago, David Marr
postulated three levels of analysis in the visual system of the brain. The broadest level is
known as computational and refers to the goals and logic of a computation. The next level
is known as algorithmic and refers to the inputs, outputs, and representation of the system.
Finally, the implementational level refers to the physical details of the system (Marr 1982).
Marr’s framework has been applied far beyond vision and has galvanized scientists across a
variety of disciplines, from physiologists to informaticists.

Current understanding of the brain at the implementational and computational levels is
quite sophisticated. Particularly in molecular and cellular neuroscience, many technological
discoveries have propelled great advances in our grasp of these fields. However, the algorith-
mic level of the brain remains comparatively elusive, especially for cognitive processes that
cannot be studied via non-human animal models, such as language or complex reasoning.

Further improvement of our understanding of the brain at the algorithmic level is both
fundamental as a component of basic neuroscience research and pivotal in its far-reaching
applications. Brain-computer interfaces for locked-in patients depend on efficient algorithms
that make inferences about the neural algorithms in the motor system. Artificial intelligence,
particularly the field of deep learning, relies on principles inspired by neural communication
and Hebbian learning. Computational economics, from high-frequency trading to sharing
economy markets, would benefit from a clearer understanding of human decision making.
Virtual reality hinges on creating authentic sensory and emotional experiences, which re-
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quires a mechanistic understanding of these cognitive functions.
In recent decades, technological breakthroughs in neuroscientific instrumentation and

analysis have advanced the inquiry into the algorithmic and computational levels of the brain.
Development of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has made it possible to record
functional activity of the entire human brain at hundreds of thousands of spatial locations
simultaneously. Concurrently, methodological progress in statistics and data science has
provided tools for analyzing the ensuing data. These advancements have resulted in a shift
towards more realistic experiments with natural stimuli that allow us to probe more complex
brain functions.

Many fMRI experiments still use very simple stimuli and test for differences in brain
responses under a small number of conditions. The advantage of using such simple stimuli
is that it is possible to precisely control experimental parameters. However, this approach is
highly inefficient, as such experiments can only compare several features at a time. Moreover,
in much of the brain, representation is unknown or poorly understood. For most brain
regions, it would be necessary to conduct an impractical number of such experiments to test
all features that might be represented in those regions.

In contrast to simple artificially constructed stimuli, natural stimuli such as natural
movies and natural narrative stories sample a wide array of potential features. A single
experiment with natural stimuli facilitates a large number of testable hypotheses about
representational algorithms. Additionally, experiments with natural stimuli are closer to
real world conditions and are more appropriate for studying real-world cognitive processes.
Experiments with natural stimuli are imperative for furthering our understanding of repre-
sentation in the brain.

Natural stimuli are complex, and inference about brain representation from responses to
natural stimuli requires carefully designed data analysis. One effective approach for func-
tionally characterizing brain responses based on natural stimuli is system identification (Wu,
David, and J. L. Gallant 2006). In this framework, brain responses are viewed as an output
of a sensory function where the inputs are some properties of the stimuli. This function can
be estimated using supervised learning methods such as regression. The properties of the
stimuli are quantified to form a feature space, based on a hypothesis about the features that
are relevant to representation in a particular brain region. Then, a sensory function that
maps the stimulus features to each brain response is estimated for a set of training data.
That function is then tested by predicting brain responses to a held-out set of stimuli in
order to prevent overfitting to the training set.

The described approach is particularly effective at estimating sensory functions that
model brain responses to natural stimuli in brain regions where an informed hypothesis about
representation can be formed. For example, the organization and features of retinotopic vi-
sual cortex and primary motor cortex have been extensively studied. Current understanding
of representation in these regions is quite detailed and can engender well-founded hypothe-
ses. On the other hand, organization of other areas of the brain such as the prefrontal cortex
is not as well understood. Cognitive processes that are known to be represented in this
region are more complex and cannot be directly studied via animal models. Constructing
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a feature space to model the representation of such brain regions requires more speculative
hypotheses.

Unsupervised learning provides an alternative approach for studying representation in
brain areas where the organization is unclear. This approach allows identification of relevant
features without imposing a prior hypothesis about representation on the data. Identifying
data-driven features can then inform a hypothesis for a supervised learning method. There
are many unsupervised learning techniques that can be harnessed for modeling of brain
responses. In this dissertation I focus on using canonical correlation analysis (Hotelling
1936). This method uses correlations across datasets to find the underlying common latent
features. I apply this approach to modeling BOLD responses to natural movie and narrative
story stimuli.

1.2 Overview

The contribution of this dissertation is an analysis of BOLD responses to natural stimuli and
similarity of responses across individuals, as well as corresponding software for performing
this analysis. The analysis is based on a predictive model that does not rely on prior
understanding of representational features of the brain. Instead, the model identifies these
features in a data-driven way.

In Chapter 2, I present a Python package for performing canonical correlation analysis
with regularization and kernelization. This package is called Pyrcca (PYthon Regularized
Canonical Correlation Analysis). The chapter describes Pyrcca and its implementation and
presents two examples of its applications. The first is an abstract example with artifically
created datasets intended to demonstrated general usage of Pyrcca. The second applicaition
is an example of a data analysis of BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) responses of three
subjects to natural movies.

In Chapter 3, I present a predictive model of BOLD responses that is based on cross-
subject similarity called FISCA (functional inter-subject component analysis). This model is
an extensive version of the abstract example analysis presented in Chapter 2, applied to two
sets of BOLD responses to natural stimuli: movies and stories. I describe three contributions
of FISCA. First, FISCA is a method for combining BOLD responses across subjects without
anatomical alignment. Second, FISCA is an accurate predictive model for BOLD responses to
novel movie and story stimuli that does not require construction of an explicit feature space.
Third, FISCA can be used for finding common features across experiments, specifically, for
identifying amodal brain responses to natural movies and stories. In Chapter 4, I summarize
the contributions of the dissertation and future directions of this work.
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1.3 Published appearances of dissertation work

The work in Chapter 2 originally appeared in the publication:
Natalia Bilenko and Jack Gallant (2016). “Pyrcca: regularized kernel canonical correla-

tion analysis in Python and its applications to neuroimaging”. In: Frontiers in Neuroinfor-
matics 10, p. 49. doi: 10.3389/fninf.2016.00049
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Chapter 2

Pyrcca: regularized kernel canonical
correlation analysis in Python and its
applications to neuroimaging

2.1 Abstract

In this chapter we introduce Pyrcca, an open-source Python package for performing canonical
correlation analysis (CCA). CCA is a multivariate analysis method for identifying relation-
ships between sets of variables. Pyrcca supports CCA with or without regularization, and
with or without linear, polynomial, or Gaussian kernelization. We first use an abstract ex-
ample to describe Pyrcca functionality. We then demonstrate how Pyrcca can be used to
analyze neuroimaging data. Specifically, we use Pyrcca to implement cross-subject com-
parison in a natural movie functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment by
finding a data-driven set of functional response patterns that are similar across individu-
als. We validate this cross-subject comparison method in Pyrcca by predicting responses to
novel natural movies across subjects. Finally, we show how Pyrcca can reveal retinotopic
organization in brain responses to natural movies without the need for an explicit model.

2.2 Introduction

Covariance analyses are regarded as one of the simplest approaches for finding similarities
across datasets. One type of covariance analysis, known as canonical correlation analysis
(CCA), is commonly used in statistics. CCA was first introduced by Hotelling 1936 as a
method for finding relationships between two sets of variables. In the subsequent decades it
has been extended (Hardoon, Szedmak, and Shawe-Taylor 2004) and applied in a variety of
scientific fields, from climate modeling (Barnett and Preisendorfer 1987), to computational
biology (Yamanishi et al. 2003), to neuroimaging (Hardoon et al. 2007; Correa et al. 2010;
Gaël Varoquaux et al. 2010). In this chapter we present Pyrcca (PYthon Regularized Canon-
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ical Correlation Analysis), an open-source Python package for performing CCA between two
or more datasets. Pyrcca supports CCA with and without regularization and kernelization.

There are several existing software packages that implement CCA. Several implementa-
tions are available in MATLAB: Kernel Method Toolbox (https://sourceforge.net/projects/
kmbox/), emiCCA (Dong et al. 2015), and CCA-fMRI (http://cca-fmri.sourceforge.net/) in
SPM (Penny et al. 2007). To our knowledge, there are two implementation of CCA in Python.
The cross-decomposition module in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) includes an imple-
mentation of CCA. However, it does not include kernelization. Additionally, the package
PyKCCA (https://github.com/lorenzoriano/PyKCCA) implements kernel CCA. However,
it includes minimal documentation and may not be actively maintained.

In contrast, Pyrcca brings an implementation that supports both kernelization and regu-
larization to the open-source scientific Python ecosystem. Pyrcca includes detailed instruc-
tions and examples of general usage and applications to neuroimaging analysis. In this
chapter, we demonstrate application of Pyrcca to neuroimaging data. We analyze publicly
available fMRI data recorded from the visual cortex of three subjects who were watching
natural movies (Nishimoto et al. 2011; Nishimoto et al. 2014). We then use Pyrcca to find
a set of matching brain response patterns across the three subjects. Although this chapter
focuses on use of Pyrcca to analyze neuroimaging data, Pyrcca can be used to analyze any
timeseries data. We therefore hope that Pyrcca will also be used in other scientific fields
that require timeseries analysis.

This chapter is structured in the following way. Section 2.3 introduces mathematical
definitions and describes how CCA is computed. Section 2.4 describes the functionality of
the Pyrcca package. Section 2.5 illustrates the use of Pyrcca with an idealized example:
finding linear relationships between two artificially constructed, interdependent datasets.
Section 2.6 illustrates the use of Pyrcca in neuroimaging analysis: performing CCA-based
cross-subject comparison on a real fMRI dataset. To facilitate use of Pyrcca we have released
the source code on GitHub (http://github.com/gallantlab/pyrcca), along with Jupyter note-
books (Pérez and Granger 2007) containing code and results presented in sections 2.5 and
2.6.

2.3 Canonical correlation analysis

CCA is a method for finding linear correlational relationships between two or more multi-
dimensional datasets. CCA finds a canonical coordinate space that maximizes correlations
between projections of the datasets onto that space. CCA shares many mathematical similar-
ities with dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal components analysis (PCA)
and with regression methods such as partial least squares regression (PLS).

CCA has many characteristics that make it suitable for analysis of real-world experi-
mental data. First, CCA does not require that the datasets have the same dimensionality.
Second, CCA can be used with more than two datasets simultaneously. Third, CCA does
not presuppose the directionality of the relationship between datasets. This is in contrast to
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regression methods that designate an independent and a dependent dataset. Fourth, CCA
characterizes relationships between datasets in an interpretable way. This is in contrast to
correlational methods that merely quantify similarity between datasets.

CCA has one disadvantage relative to some other methods: it can easily overfit to spurious
noise correlations between datasets. However, overfitting can be avoided by curbing the size
of the canonical coordinate space, by regularization, or both.

Mathematical definitions

CCA is a method for finding linear relationships between two or more multidimensional
datasets. Given two zero-mean datasets X and Y, X = (x1,x2, . . .xn) ∈ Rd×n and
Y = (y1,y2, . . .ym) ∈ Rd×m (where xi, yi are d-dimensional vectors), CCA finds a canon-
ical coordinate space that maximizes correlations between the projections of the datasets
onto that space. For each dimension of this coordinate space, there is a pair of projection
weight vectors, aj = (a1j, a2j, . . . anj) and bj = (b1j, b2j, . . . bmj) called canonical weights. The
resulting projections of datasets X and Y onto each dimension of the canonical space are
a pair of d-dimensional vectors, uj = 〈aj,X〉 and vj = 〈bj,Y〉, that are called canonical
components or canonical variates. CCA maximizes the correlations between each pair of
canonical components:

ρj = max
〈uj,vj〉
‖uj‖‖vj‖

(2.1)

Theoretically, CCA is solved iteratively by first finding a pair of canonical components
u1 and v1, such that the correlation ρ1 between u1 and v1 is maximized. The second pair
of canonical components u2 and v2 is then found, such that the correlation ρ2 between
u2 and v2 is maximized, with the constraint that the canonical components u2 and v2 are
orthogonal to the preceding canonical components u1 and v1, respectively. The total number
of canonical component pairs is constrained by the dimensionality of datasets X and Y, and
it must be less than or equal to min{m,n}. However, to prevent overfitting the number of
canonical component pairs that are computed is usually fewer than min{m,n}.

In practice, solving CCA iteratively is both computationally intensive and time-consuming.
Therefore, it is convenient to to formulate CCA as a generalized eigenvalue problem that
can be solved in one shot. To do so, the objective function, which solves for the maximum
of the canonical correlation vector, is rewritten in terms of the sample covariance CXY of
datasets X and Y and the autocovariances CXX and CYY:

ρ = max
〈u,v〉
‖u‖‖v‖

= max
(a ·X) · (b ·Y)

‖a ·X‖‖b ·Y‖
= max

a′CXYb√
‖a′CXXa‖‖b′CYYb‖

(2.2)

Without constraints on the canonical weights a and b, the objective function has infinite
solutions. However, the size of the canonical weights can be constrained, such that a′Cxxa =
1, and b′Cyyb = 1. This constraint results in the following Lagrangian:
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L(λ, a,b) = a′CXYb− λX
2

(a′CXXa− 1)− λY
2

(b′CYYb− 1) (2.3)

The objective function can then be formulated as the following generalized eigenvalue
problem: (

0 CXY

CYX 0

)(
a
b

)
= ρ2

(
CXX 0

0 CYY

)
(2.4)

For CCA with more than two datasets, the generalized eigenvalue problem can be ex-
tended simply (Kettenring 1971): 0 CXY CXZ

CYX 0 CYZ

CZX CZY 0

 a
b
c

 = ρ2

 CXX 0 0
0 CYY 0
0 0 CZZ

 (2.5)

Regularized CCA

If datasets X and Y have dimension d < min{m,n} then CCA is ill-posed and the generalized
eigenvalue problem cannot be solved without regularization. Imposing L2 regularization re-
solves this problem by constraining the norms of canonical weights a and b. Imposing the L2
penalty maintains the convexity of the problem and the generalized eigenvalue formulation.
However, regularization relaxes the orthogonality constraint of the canonical components.
Regularization is incorporated in the objective function:

ρ = max
a′CXYb√

(a′CXXa + λ‖a‖2) · (b′CYYb + λ‖b‖2)
(2.6)

The generalized eigenvalue problem is also modified to incorporate regularization:(
0 CXY

CYX 0

)(
a
b

)
= ρ2

(
CXX + λI 0

0 CYY + λI

)
(2.7)

Regularized CCA is mathematically similar to partial least squares regression (PLS).
Compare to the objective function of CCA (equation 2) the objective function that is opti-
mized in PLS:

ρ = max
a′CXYb√

a′ab′b
(2.8)

Analogously to CCA, PLS can be solved as a generalized eigenvalue problem:(
0 CXY

CYX 0

)(
a
b

)
= ρ2

(
I 0
0 I

)
(2.9)

The difference between CCA and PLS is that the PLS objective function is not normalized
by the autocovariance of the data. Thus, PLS can be thought of as an asymptotically large
regularization of CCA, where CXX + λI and CYY + λI are dominated by λI.
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Kernelized CCA

Sometimes it is useful to project the data onto a high-dimensional space before performing
CCA. This is known as the kernel trick. If a linear kernel function such as an inner product is
used, then kernelization is a form of dimensionality reduction. If a nonlinear kernel function
such as a polynomial or a Gaussian kernel is used, then kernelization allows the analysis to
capture nonlinear relationships in the data.

To perform kernel CCA, a kernel function φ(X) is chosen and the data are projected onto
the kernel space:

φ : X = (x1,x2, . . .xn)→ φ(X) = (φ1(X), φ2(X), . . . , φK(X)), where n < K.
Kernel projections of the data, KX and KY, are used instead of datasets X and Y to

solve CCA. The canonical components u and v are projections of KX and KY onto the
canonical space. The eigenvalue problem is reformulated in terms of KX and KY:(

0 KXKY

KYKX 0

)(
a
b

)
= ρ2

(
K2

X 0
0 K2

Y

)
(2.10)

If the kernel function used for kernel CCA is invertible then regularization must be used.
This is because a trivial and undesirable solution can be found by setting a = 1 and solving
for b: b = 1

λ
KY

−1KX (or vice versa). With regularization this trivial solution is avoided.
The objective function for regularized kernel CCA becomes:

ρ = max
a′KXKYb√

(a′K2
Xa + λ‖a‖2) · (b′K2

Yb + λ‖b‖2)
(2.11)

The generalized eigenvalue problem is reformulated to solve regularized kernel CCA:(
0 KXKY

KYKX 0

)(
a
b

)
= ρ2

(
K2

X + λI 0
0 K2

Y + λI

)
(2.12)

While kernel CCA is advantageous for capturing nonlinear relationships, it presents ad-
ditional challenges due to selection of the kernel function and regularization coefficient, as
well as difficulty in the interpretation of the kernel canonical components.

Cross-dataset prediction with CCA

CCA finds a symmetric set of common dimensions across datasets. These dimensions are
the canonical components. Unlike regression methods, CCA does not assume a causal re-
lationship between datasets. Instead, it assumes that the datasets are dependent on one
or more common latent variables. However, it is possible to reframe CCA as a predictive
model. Once CCA is estimated between two or more datasets, and the canonical components
and canonical weights are estimated, new samples from one of the datasets can be predicted
from the canonical weights and new samples from the other datasets. This cross-dataset
prediction is accomplished by projecting new samples from all but one dataset onto the
canonical space. The new samples from the remaining dataset can then be predicted as the
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dot product of the inverse of the canonical weights for that dataset and the new samples
from the other datasets projected onto the canonical space via the canonical weights:

Ypredicted = b−1 · (a′Xnovel) (2.13)

If the observed novel data for the remaining dataset are available, the accuracy of the cross-
dataset prediction can be quantified by correlating the predicted samples with the actual
samples along each dimension of the remaining dataset.

accuracy = corr(Ypredicted,Ynovel) (2.14)

Cross-dataset prediction relies on inverting the canonical weight matrix. However, in
most cases the canonical weight matrix will not be positive definite and therefore it will not
be invertible. In this case, a pseudoinverse must be used to invert the canonical weights.
For stability, the pseudoinverse can be regularized. In Pyrcca, we provide the option for
pseudoinverse regularization using the spectral cutoff method, in which small eigenvalues
are discarded during singular value decomposition. Other regularization methods, such as
L2 penalty, could also be used, though they are not currently implemented in Pyrcca.

2.4 Pyrcca functionality

Pyrcca is a Python package for performing CCA. It is hosted in a public GitHub repository
(http://github.com/gallantlab/pyrcca). For simplicity, the package is defined in one file:
rcca.py. Pyrcca requires three third-party libraries: NumPy (Van Der Walt, Colbert, and
Gael Varoquaux 2011), SciPy (Jones, Oliphant, and Peterson 2001–), and h5py (Collette
2013).

The Pyrcca workflow is depicted in Figure 2.1. The analysis begins by instantiating
one of two analysis classes defined in rcca.py, rcca.CCA or rcca.CCACrossValidate . The
rcca.CCA class allows the user to predefine two hyperparameters: the regularization coeffi-
cient and the number of canonical components. The rcca.CCACrossValidate class allows
the user to estimate these two hyperparameters empirically by using grid search with cross-
validation.

Both rcca.CCA and rcca.CCACrossValidate classes inherit from the base parent class
rcca. CCABase . The class rcca. CCABase is not used for analysis, but defines attributes
and methods shared by its two child classes.

Pyrcca instantiation and attributes

The code below shows how the rcca.CCA class is instantiated with the regularization coef-
ficient 0.1, and with 5 canonical components to be computed.

import rcca
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Figure 2.1: Pyrcca workflow. [1] The Pyrcca Python module is imported using the command
import rcca . [2] A CCA object is initialized in one of two ways. If specific hyperparameters (the regulariza-

tion coefficient and the number of canonical components) are used, the rcca.CCA class object is initialized.
If the hyperparameters are chosen empirically using cross-validation, then the rcca.CCACrossValidate

class object is initialized. [3] The CCA mapping is estimated using the rcca.train() method with training
datasets dataset1 , dataset2 , etc. [4] Once the CCA mapping is estimated, its accuracy can be tested
using the method rcca.validate() with held-out datasets vdataset1 , vdataset2 , etc. [5] The variance
explained by each estimated canonical component for each feature in the held-out data is computed using
the method rcca.compute ev() with held-out datasets vdataset1 , vdataset2 , etc.
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cca = rcca.CCA(reg=0.1, numCC =5)

If the attributes reg and numCC are not instantiated explicitly, the default values are
reg = 0.0 (no regularization) and numCC = 10.

The code below shows how the rcca.CCACrossValidate class is instantiated with three
regularization coefficient values: 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, and with three numbers of canonical
components to be computed: 2, 3, 4.

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate(regs =[1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1], numCC=[2, 3, 4])

If the attributes regs and numCCs are not instantiated explicitly, the default values
are reg = numpy.array ( numpy.logspace (−3, 1, 10)) (ten logarithmically spaced values
between 1 × 10−3 and 1 × 101) and numCC = numpy.arange (5, 11) (five consecutive inte-
ger values between 5 and 10). The ranges of hyperparameter values can be passed to the
rcca.CCACrossValidate class object as either lists or NumPy arrays.

Four additional attributes can be specified at instantiation for both classes rcca.CCA

and rcca.CCACrossValidate : kernelcca , ktype , cutoff , and verbose .
The Boolean attribute kernelcca specifies whether kernelization should be used (de-

scribed in Section 2.3). The attribute is set to True by default, which means kernelization
is used. If kernelcca is set to True , the string attribute ktype specifies the type of ker-
nel function that is used. There are two accepted values for ktype . The default value is
’linear’ , which specifies that a linear kernel function (i.e., the inner product of the data)
is used. The other accepted values are ’gaussian’ and ’poly’ . The value ’gaussian’

specifies that a Gaussian kernel function is used. The variance for the Gaussian kernel func-
tion is specified using an additional attribute gausigma , set to 1.0 by default. The value
’poly’ specifies that a polynomial kernel fucntion is used. The degree of the polynomial
kernel function is specified using an additional attribute degree , set to 2 by default.

The floating point attribute cutoff controls evaluation of cross-validation results in
Pyrcca. As described in Section 2.3, CCA can be used for cross-dataset prediction across
datasets, which requires computing a pseudoinverse of the canonical weight matrix if that
matrix is not invertible. The pseudoinverse can be regularized using the spectral cutoff
method. The attribute cutoff specifies the eigenvalue threshold used for regularization.
Eigenvalues smaller than cutoff are set to zero during singular value decomposition. The
default value of cutoff is 0.0 (i.e., no regularization).

The Boolean attribute verbose determines whether status messages about the analysis
are returned to the console. The default value is True , which means that the status messages
are returned. If verbose is set to False , the status messages are suppressed.

When the rcca.CCACrossValidate class is used, two additional attributes can be speci-
fied to control how the grid search with cross-validation is implemented: numCV and select .
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The integer attribute numCV specifies the number of cross-validation iterations used for
testing each set of hyperparameters (the regularization coefficient and the number of canon-
ical components). The numCV attribute has a default value is 10.

The floating point attribute select determines how the accuracy metric is computed
during cross-validation. To evaluate each set of hyperparameters, a CCA mapping is es-
timated for a subset of the data during each cross-validation iteration, and cross-dataset
prediction is performed on the held-out data. The predictions are correlated with the actual
held-out data. The prediction performance is quantified by taking the mean of the correla-
tions for a portion of the samples that are predicted most accurately. The attribute select

specifies the proportion of the samples that is used. The default value of the select at-
tribute is 0.2, meaning that 0.2 of the samples are used. Using a subset of the samples to
compute the accuracy metric is advantageous when a large number of the samples are noisy.

Pyrcca implementation and methods

After a CCA object is created with the attributes defined above, the analysis is run using
the train() method. After CCA training is complete, the resulting canonical mapping
can be tested using the validate() method, which performs cross-dataset prediction with
novel data. An additional evaluation of the canonical mapping can be implemented using the
compute ev() method, which quantifies the variance explained by each canonical component

in novel data. The methods save() and load() are used for saving the analysis on disk
in the HDF5 format, and for loading a previously saved analysis into memory, respectively.
We describe each of these methods in detail below.

Pyrcca Training

The train() method estimates the CCA mapping between two or more datasets. The
datasets are passed to the method as a list of NumPy two-dimensional arrays (number of sam-
ples by number of dimensions). The train() method is the only method that differs in its
implementation between the two CCA object classes, rcca.CCA and rcca.CCACrossValidate .

When using the rcca.CCA object class, the analysis is only run once with predetermined
hyperparameters (the regularization coefficient and the number of canonical components).
The code below shows how training is implemented for two datasets after instantiating the
rcca.CCA class object with regularization coefficient 0.1 and 5 canonical components:

import rcca

cca = CCA(reg = 0.1, numCC = 5)

cca.train([dataset1 , dataset2 ])

When using the rcca.CCACrossValidate object class, grid search with Monte Carlo
cross-validation is first used to find the optimal set of hyperparameters. During each cross-
validation iteration, randomly selected 20% of the training data, comprised of blocks of
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10 consecutive samples, is held out. CCA mapping is done using the remaining 80% of
the training data, for each possible set of the hyperparameter values. Then, cross-dataset
prediction is performed using the estimated CCA mapping and the held-out 20% of the
training data (for details on cross-dataset prediction, see Section 2.3).

The accuracy of prediction is quantified for each cross-validation iteration in order to
choose the optimal hyperparameters. The mean of the highest correlations between pre-
dicted and actual samples is used to quantify the prediction accuracy. The portion of the
correlations used in this computation is specified using the select attribute. The pair of
hyperparameters with the highest cross-dataset prediction accuracy is then chosen, and CCA
is run on all training data with those values.

The code below shows how training is implemented in Pyrcca for three datasets. First,
a rcca.CCACrossValidate class object is instantiated with three possible regularization
coefficient values: 10−3, 10−2, and 10−1, and with three possible numbers of canonical com-
ponents: 2, 3, and 4.

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate(regs =[1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1], numCC=[2, 3, 4])

cca.train([dataset1 , dataset2 , dataset3 ])

The train() method adds three new attributes to the CCA object: comps (canoni-
cal components), ws (canonical weights), and cancorrs (canonical correlations). For the
rcca.CCACrossValidate object, the train() method also adds attributes best reg (op-
timal regularization coefficient) and best numCC (optimal number of canonical components).

Pyrcca Validation

The validate() method assesses the CCA mapping that was estimated using the train()

method by performing cross-dataset prediction with test data and canonical weights (for de-
tails on cross-dataset prediction, see Section 2.3). The test data are passed to the method
as a list of NumPy two-dimensional arrays (number of samples by number of dimensions),
in the same order as the training data. This method is the same for the rcca.CCA and
rcca.CCACrossValidate object classes. The code below shows how validation is imple-
mented in Pyrcca:

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate(regs =[1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1], numCC=[2, 3, 4])

cca.train([dataset1 , dataset2 , dataset3 ])

cca.validate ([ test_dataset1 , test_dataset2 , test_dataset3 ])

The validate() method adds two attributes to the CCA object: preds (cross-dataset
predictions) and corrs (correlations of the cross-dataset predictions and the actual test
data).
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Computing explained variance in Pyrcca

The compute ev() method estimates the variance explained (R2) in the test data by each
of the canonical components. The test data are passed to the method as a list of NumPy
two-dimensional arrays (number of samples by number of dimensions), in the same order as
the training data. This method is the same for the rcca.CCA and rcca.CCACrossValidate

object classes. The code below shows how variance explained is estimated:

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate(regs =[1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1], numCC=[2, 3, 4])

cca.train([dataset1 , dataset2 , dataset3 ])

cca.validate ([ test_dataset1 , test_dataset2 , test_dataset3 ])

cca.compute_ev ([ test_dataset1 , test_dataset2 , test_dataset3 ])

The compute ev() method adds the attribute ev (variance explained for each compo-
nent, for each dimension of the test data).

Saving and loading the analysis in Pyrcca

The save() method saves all the attributes in the Pyrcca object to an HDF5 file. The
load() method loads attributes from an HDF5 file with a Pyrcca analysis saved using
the save() method. Both the save() and the load() method are the same for the
rcca.CCA and rcca.CCACrossValidate object classes. The code below shows how the
analysis described above can be saved to disk and then loaded from disk in a new session:

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate(regs =[1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1], numCC=[2, 3, 4])

cca.train([dataset1 , dataset2 , dataset3 ])

cca.validate ([ test_dataset1 , test_dataset2 , test_dataset3 ])

cca.compute_ev ([ test_dataset1 , test_dataset2 , test_dataset3 ])

cca.save("Pyrcca_analysis.hdf5")

# New session

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate ()

cca.load("Pyrcca_analysis.hdf5")

2.5 Pyrcca Usage Example

To illustrate the use of Pyrcca with realistic data, we constructed two linearly dependent
datasets and used Pyrcca to find linear relationships between them. The goal of this analysis
was to evaluate whether Pyrcca can identify and characterize the relationship between two
artificially constructed datasets. The rows of the datasets correspond to the number of
samples in the datasets, and the columns correspond to the number of dataset dimensions.
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In the specific example of cross-subject comparison of BOLD responses, described in Section
2.6, each dataset represents BOLD responses collected from an individual subject. In this
case, the samples correspond to the timepoints of BOLD responses, and the dimensions
correspond to voxels.

To create the datasets, we first randomly initialized two latent variables and two inde-
pendent components. We then constructed each of the two datasets by combining both
latent variables and one of the independent components. If Pyrcca works as expected then it
should capture the relationship between the dataset by recovering two canonical components
corresponding to the two latent variables.

This example is implemented in a Jupyter notebook included in the Pyrcca GitHub repos-
itory (http://github.com/gallantlab/pyrcca). We encourage the reader to use the notebook
to explore this example interactively.

Pyrcca usage example analysis

Two interdependent datasets with 1000 samples were constructed by combining two latent
variables and additional independent components. The first dataset had four dimensions,
and the second dataset had five dimensions. Each dimension of each dataset was constructed
as a weighted sum of an independent component (25%) and one of the two latent variables
(75%). The first latent variable was used to construct dimensions 1 and 3 of the first dataset
and dimensions 1, 3, and 5 of the second dataset. The second latent variable was used to
construct dimensions 2 and 4 of both the first and the second dataset. The independent
components and the latent variables were all drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution
using the numpy.random.randn() method. The code below shows how the latent variables
and independent noise components were initialized and how the datasets were created.

import numpy as np

nSamples = 1000

latvar1 = np.random.randn(nSamples ,)

latvar2 = np.random.randn(nSamples ,)

indep1 = np.random.randn(nSamples , 4)

indep2 = np.random.randn(nSamples , 5)

data1 = 0.25* indep1 + 0.75* np.vstack ((latvar1 , latvar2 , latvar1 , latvar2

)).T

data2 = 0.25* indep2 + 0.75* np.vstack ((latvar1 , latvar2 , latvar1 , latvar2

, latvar1)).T

Each dataset was divided into two halves: a training set and a test set. The code below
shows how the datasets were split:

train1 = data1[: nSamples /2]

train2 = data2[: nSamples /2]

test1 = data1[nSamples /2:]

test2 = data2[nSamples /2:]
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Pyrcca was used to estimate a CCA mapping between the two training datasets. Ker-
nelization and regularization were not used. The maximum possible number of canonical
components (four) was found. The quality of the mapping was quantified using cross-dataset
prediction with the test datasets. The code below shows how the analysis was implemented:

import rcca

nComponents = 4

cca = rcca.CCA(kernelcca = False , reg = 0., numCC = nComponents)

cca.train([train1 , train2 ])

testcorrs = cca.validate ([test1 , test2 ])

Pyrcca usage example results

The results of the analysis were evaluated in two ways. First, we examined the canonical
correlations to determine the number of meaningful canonical components recovered by Pyr-
cca. Second, we quantified cross-dataset prediction performance to determine whether the
mapping estimated by Pyrcca was valid for held-out data.

The first two canonical correlations were both 0.95, while the third and the fourth canoni-
cal correlations were 0.10 and 0.00, respectively. This result shows that the first two canonical
components capture meaningful relationships between the datasets, while the third and the
fourth canonical components do not. Cross-dataset prediction with test datasets was highly
accurate. The correlations of the predicted and actual held-out data ranged from 0.90 to
0.93 for each dimension of the two datasets. This result shows that the mapping estimated
by Pyrcca is valid for held-out datasets that depend on the same latent variables.

Taken together, these results show that Pyrcca recovers the structure of the relationships
between the datasets defined by the two latent variables.

Pyrcca usage example with cross-validation

It is possible to use cross-validation to find the optimal regularization coefficient and the
optimal number of components empirically. In the analysis described in Section 2.5, the
regularization coefficient was set to 0. However, it may be useful to use regularization this
analysis to relax the orthogonality constraint between the canonical components. Because
the latent variables were randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution, they may not be
orthogonal. Thus, regularized CCA may be optimal for capturing the true structure of the
similarities between the datasets. We tested four values for the regularization coefficient: 0,
102, 104, and 106.

Additionally, in the analysis described in Section 2.5, the canonical correlations showed
that the first two canonical components captured meaningful relationships between the
datasets, whereas the third and the fourth component did not. We used cross-validation
to test all possible numbers of canonical components: 1, 2, 3, and 4, to verify that two
components is indeed optimal.
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The code below shows how the analysis with cross-validation was implemented:

ccaCV = rcca.CCACrossValidate(kernelcca = False , numCCs = [1, 2, 3, 4],

regs = [0, 1e2, 1e4, 1e6])

ccaCV.train ([train1 , train2 ])

testcorrsCV = ccaCV.validate ([test1 , test2 ])

The analysis was run 1000 times, with random data generated on each iteration. The
optimal regularization coefficient based on cross-validation results varied for different ini-
tializations of the data, but it was greater than zero for over 90% of the iterations. The
variation of the optimal regularization coefficient was expected because the level of orthog-
onality between the latent variables varies for each instantiation.

The optimal number of components was two for 97% of the iterations, based on cross-
validation results. This result was consistent with the findings described in Section 2.5 and
showed that Pyrcca was able to recover the relationships between the datasets predefined by
the two latent variables.

The canonical correlations and test set prediction correlations were comparable to the
analysis with predefined hyperparameters described in Section 2.5. Canonical correlations
were 0.95 for both components. The test set prediction correlations ranged between 0.90
and 0.94 for each dimension of the datasets.

The example described here is abstract by design. It is merely intended to demonstrate
how Pyrcca can be used to describe relationships between any timeseries data. In the
next section, we show how Pyrcca can be applied to a concrete data analysis problem in
neuroimaging.

2.6 Cross-subject comparison in fMRI using Pyrcca

CCA has many potential applications for neuroimaging data analysis. In this chapter, we
focus on one particular neuroimaging analysis problem: cross-subject comparison in an fMRI
experiment. In a typical fMRI study, data are collected from multiple participants. Thus,
there is a pressing need to compare and combine data across individuals. The most common
method for comparing measurements from individual brains is to resample the spatiotem-
poral data from individual subjects to a common anatomical template. These resampled,
transformed data are then averaged to obtain a group map. This procedure increases statis-
tical power in regions of the brain where the transformation tends to aggregate signal across
individuals, but it decreases power in brain regions that are more variable across individu-
als. Signal variability stems from two sources: structural differences in brain anatomy and
differences in BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) signal intensity. Both anatomical and
functional variability complicates results obtained by anatomical normalization.

To improve anatomical template registration, most modern fMRI studies use nonlinear
registration algorithms that optimize alignment of brain curvature across subjects (Greve
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and Fischl 2009; Fischl 2012). However, these anatomical methods do not address func-
tional variation in BOLD signal that is less directly tied to the underlying anatomy. There
are several cross-subject alignment methods that instead rely on correlations between func-
tional responses, such as hyperalignment and similarity space alignment (Haxby et al. 2011;
Raizada and Connolly 2012; Conroy et al. 2013). However, these methods usually require
anatomical template registration as a precursor to analysis. They also assume a voxel-
to-voxel correspondence of brain patterns across subjects. Additionally, these methods do
not reveal the underlying structure of the similar brain responses, but only quantify their
similarity.

Cross-subject comparison by CCA can find underlying relationships among datasets
recorded from different subjects in the same experiment. Because CCA does not require
datasets to have equal dimensionality, individual subject data do not need to be resampled
to an anatomical template before analysis. Furthermore, the resulting canonical coordinate
space can be used to obtain a clear interpretation of the underlying similarities in fMRI
responses of individual subjects.

In this section, we demonstrate how to use Pyrcca software to perform CCA on neu-
roimaging data. We used Pyrcca to perform cross-subject comparison of fMRI data col-
lected from three individuals while they watched natural movies (Nishimoto et al. 2011).
This dataset is available publicly (Nishimoto et al. 2014). We estimated canonical compo-
nents across subjects in order to identify commonalities in patterns of brain responses. To
provide further evidence of the veracity of our results, we then used the recovered canonical
component space to predict each individual subject’s responses to novel movies based on the
other subjects’ responses. Finally, we examined resulting canonical weights on each subject’s
cortical surface and found that the canonical components revealed retinotopic organization
in each subject.

The code for running the analyses described in this section is implemented in a Jupyter
notebook that is included in the Pyrcca GitHub repository (http://github.com/gallantlab/
pyrcca). The user should be aware, however, that this is a computationally intensive analysis
that will take a very long time to run on a single desktop computer. The full analysis
presented here was run on a distributed computing cluster.

fMRI experiment

The design and methods of the fMRI experiment were described in detail in an earlier
publication from our laboratory (Nishimoto et al. 2011). In brief, fMRI responses were
recorded from three subjects who watched natural movies in a 4 Tesla Varian MRI scanner
at UC Berkeley. Functional BOLD responses were collected at 1 Hz. The scanning volume
covered the posterior-ventral quarter of the head with a 64× 64× 18 matrix. The analysis
included only cortical voxels for each subject. The cortical voxels were identified by manually
aligning functional and anatomical volumes for each subject in Pycortex (Gao et al. 2015)
and then selecting the functional voxels that overlapped with the anatomical cortical mask.
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This procedure produced 34,407 voxels for subject 1, 30,373 voxels for subject 2, and 33,356
voxels for subject 3.

The functional data were corrected for subject motion in FSL (Jenkinson et al. 2002;
Jenkinson and Smith 2001a; Greve and Fischl 2009) before alignment with the anatomical
volume. Median detrending was used to remove low-frequency noise from the data. Training
and test data for each subject were collected in alternating scans. The training movies
were shown once. The test movies were shown ten times, and the responses were averaged
to increase signal to noise ratio. The training responses spanned 7200 timepoints (7200
seconds), and test responses spanned 540 timepoints (540 seconds) after averaging.

The subjects provided written informed consent. The experimental protocol was ap-
proved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at University of California,
Berkeley.

Cross-subject comparison methods

Pyrcca was used to find a cross-subject CCA mapping among the training BOLD responses
of the three experimental subjects. To reduce the computational complexity of the analysis, a
linear (inner product) kernel was used. Regularization was used because of the kernelization
and because the number of dataset dimensions (voxels) outnumbered the number of dataset
samples (timepoints). The optimal hyperparameters for the analysis were chosen using
grid search with cross-validation. The optimal regularization parameter was chosen from
a logarithmically spaced range of ten values between 1 × 10−4 and 1 × 102. The optimal
number of components was chosen from a linearly spaced range of eight values between
3 and 10 components. We selected these ranges based on pilot analyses performed on an
independent dataset that was not used for this publication.

To initiate the analysis, an instantiation of the class rcca.CCACrossValidate was cre-
ated with the hyperparameters described above. The CCA mapping was estimated using the
train() method with the training BOLD responses for all three subjects. The mapping was
tested by performing cross-dataset prediction on the held-out test BOLD responses, using
the validate() method. Finally, to evaluate the influence of each canonical component
on the BOLD responses of each subject across the cortical surface, the explained variance
for each voxel was quantified using the compute ev() method for all three subjects. The
explained variance was evaluated using the held-out test BOLD responses. The analysis
code is shown below.

import rcca

cca = rcca.CCACrossValidate(kernelcca = True , regs = np.logspace(-4, 2,

10), numCCs = np.arange(3, 11))

cca.train([ training_data1 , training_data2 , training_data3 ])

corrs = cca.validate ([test_data1 , test_data2 , test_data3 ])

ev = cca.compute_ev ([ test_data1 , test_data2 , test_data3 ])
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Cross-subject comparison results

Cross-validation was used to determine the optimal hyperparameters. The optimal regular-
ization coefficient was 0.01, and the optimal number of canonical components was 3. The
results of the analysis were evaluated in three ways: by quantifying cross-subject prediction,
by examining the canonical weight maps, and by examining explained variance maps for
each canonical component.

Cross-subject prediction

The results of cross-subject prediction on held-out data were examined by plotting the voxel-
wise correlations of the actual and predicted BOLD responses on the cortical maps of the
subjects. The correlations for each subject were also plotted as a histogram. To evalu-
ate whether the prediction accuracy was significant, the correlations were subjected to an
asymptotic significance test.

Figure 2.2 shows the results of the cross-subject prediction. Panel A shows the cortical
map for subject 1, with the color of each voxel representing the correlation of the predicted
and actual responses for that voxel. The predicted responses in the visual cortex voxels were
highly accurate, as expected in a natural movie experiment. Panel B shows an overlayed
histogram of the prediction correlation values for all three subjects, with correlation values
for each subject plotted in a different color. The prediction performance is consistent across
subjects. Based on the asymptotic significance test of the prediction correlations, 11,134
voxels were predicted significantly for subject 1, 9,158 voxels for subject 2, and 9,360 voxels
for subject 3 (p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using False Discovery Rate).
Significant accuracy of cross-subject predictions demonstrates that Pyrcca can be used to
predict BOLD responses to novel visual stimuli based on cross-subject similarity and without
an explicit model.

Canonical weight maps

The canonical components estimated by Pyrcca were examined by plotting the voxel-wise
canonical weights on the subjects’ cortical maps. Three canonical components were estimated
in the analysis, making it possible to use a single cortical map to visualize all canonical
components at once. One color channel (red, green, or blue) was assigned to each canonical
component and the canonical weights for all three canonical components for each voxel were
plotted using an RGB colormap.

Figure 2.3 shows the canonical weights for all three canonical components estimated by
Pyrcca plotted on the cortical map for subject 1. The red channel represents the voxel’s
canonical weight for the first canonical component, the green channel represents the voxel’s
canonical weight for the second canonical component, and the blue channel represents the
voxel’s canonical weight for the third canonical component. The ranges of the canonical
weights were balanced by rescaling each set of the canonical weights to span the range from
zero to one. The absolute value of the canonical weights was taken to adequately visualize
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Figure 2.2: Accuracy of cross-subject prediction with Pyrcca. A. Cross-subject prediction perfor-
mance for subject 1 plotted on a flattened cortical map. The cortical map was created by digitally inflating
the cortical surface of each hemisphere of the brain of subject 1, and then making relaxation cuts to create
a flat map. Only the occipital lobe is shown here. Known regions of interest were identified in a separate
retinotopic mapping experiment and are outlined in white. Each location in the cortical map represents a
single voxel. The color of each voxel corresponds to the correlation between the held-out BOLD responses
and responses predicted from the corresponding BOLD responses of subjects 2 and 3, and the estimated
canonical components. Correlations for voxels in which prediction accuracy fell below the significance thresh-
old (p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) are set to 0. The subject’s responses are well predicted
for voxels throughout the visual cortex.
B. Cross-subject prediction performance for all subjects plotted as an overlayed histogram. The correlations
for subject 1 are plotted in red, the correlations for subject 2 are plotted in blue, and the correlations for
subject 3 are plotted in green. The black vertical line indicates the threshold of statistical significance (p <
0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Cross-subject prediction accuracy is consistent across subjects.
This figure demonstrates that Pyrcca can be used to accurately predict BOLD responses to novel visual
stimuli based on cross-subject similarity.
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Figure 2.3: Cortical map of voxel-wise canonical weights. The canonical weights for all three
canonical components estimated by Pyrcca are shown on a flattened cortical map for subject 1. Each of the
canonical components is assigned to one color channel. The first canonical component is represented by the
red channel, the second canonical component is represented by green, and the third canonical component
is represented by blue. Thus, the color of each voxel reflects its canonical weight for all three canonical
components, as shown in the three-dimensional RGB colormap at the center of the figure. Canonical weights
have been rescaled to span the range from zero to one, and the absolute value of the weights has been taken.
This map shows how the BOLD responses of each voxel are described by the three canonical components.
The recovered map reveals retinotopic organization of the visual cortex.

the contribution of the negative and positive weights. The resulting color of each voxel shows
how much its response is described by each of the three canonical components in relation to
one another.

The three canonical components estimated by Pyrcca capture distinct retinotopic pat-
terns in the BOLD responses. Red voxels are primarily described by the first component.
These tend to be located in retinotopic areas that represent the periphery of the visual field.
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Green voxels are primarily described by the second component. These are located in V1, the
first stage of visual processing in the cerebral cortex. Blue voxels are primarily described
by the third component. These tend to be located in the foveal retinotopic areas and in
area MT+, a motion-selective cortical region. Purple voxels (red and blue combined) are
described by both the first and the third component. These tend to be located in MT+ and
the intraparietal sulcus, areas that process visual motion and that regulate spatial attention.

Explained variance maps

Each canonical component was visualized individually by plotting the canonical weights on
the subjects’ cortical maps, together with the variance of the held-out responses for each
voxel that was explained by that canonical component.

Each panel in Figure 2.4 shows one of the canonical components visualized on the cortical
map of subject 1. Each voxel is colored according to a two-dimensional colormap. The hue
of the voxel represents its canonical weight for one canonical component. The hue ranges
from blue for negative weights, to white at zero, to red for positive weights (note that the
contrast between the negative and positive weights is meaningful, but the sign is arbitrary).
The brightness of each voxel represents the variance of the held-out BOLD responses of that
voxel that could be explained by that canonical component. The variance ranges from 0%
to 75%. The resulting maps demonstrate how well each voxel’s response can be described
by each of the canonical components.

The first component, plotted in panel A, best explains responses of the voxels that rep-
resent the visual periphery. The second component, plotted in panel B, best explains a
contrast between voxels located in V1 and voxels located in MT+ and intraparietal sulcus.
The third component, plotted in panel C, explains a contrast between voxels that represent
the visual fovea and those located in MT+ and intraparietal sulcus.

Summary of results

Taken together, these findings reveal the similarity of BOLD responses across individual
subjects. The prediction correlation map in Figure 2.2 demonstrates that novel BOLD
responses to natural movies can be predicted based on cross-subject similarity. The canonical
weight map in Figure 2.3 describes the variation of the BOLD responses to natural movies
in terms of the estimated canonical components. The maps in Figure 2.4 describe the
contribution of each canonical component to the variation in BOLD responses. These maps
reveal retinotopic variation in the responses. Pyrcca allows us to uncover interpretable
dimensions of shared BOLD responses to a complex visual stimulus in a data-driven way,
without imposing an explicit model.
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Figure 2.4: Cortical maps of canonical weights and variance explained by each canonical
component. Each panel shows both the canonical weights for one of the estimated canonical components
and the variance of the held-out BOLD responses that was explained by that canonical component. Each
voxel is colored according to a two-dimensional colormap shown in the center of each panel. The hue
represents the canonical weight of each voxel. Blue indicates negative canonical weights, white indicates zero
weights, and red indicates positive canonical weights. The canonical weights have been rescaled to span the
range from −1 to 1. The brightness reflects the variance of each voxel’s held-out BOLD responses that is
explained by that canonical component. The variance ranges from 0% to 75%.A. The first component best
explains responses of the voxels that represent the visual periphery. B. The second component best explains
a contrast between responses of voxels located in V1 and those located in MT+ and intraparietal sulcus. C.
The third component explains a contrast between voxels that represent the visual fovea and those located
in MT+ and intraparietal sulcus.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduce Pyrcca, a Python module for performing regularized kernel
canonical correlation analysis, with a cross-validation method for hyperparameter selection.
Pyrcca can be used to quantify similarity across datasets and to predict novel data via
cross-dataset mapping. We demonstrate Pyrcca on an artificial example, where we use it
to estimate linear relationships between two datasets. In a second example, we show how
Pyrcca can be used to find shared dimensions of individual subject fMRI responses to a
natural movie experiment. These dimensions are interpretable and can be used to predict
novel subject responses to a held-out stimulus.

Cross-subject comparison demonstrates only one application of Pyrcca to neuroimag-
ing data analysis. There are many neuroimaging questions that can be addressed by using
Pyrcca to find relationships between interdependent neuroimaging datasets. For example,
BOLD responses for one subject could be compared between different experiments to find
similarities in the effects of different tasks and stimuli on brain responses. Responses mea-
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sured using various imaging methods, such as fMRI, electroencephalography (EEG), and
electrocorticography (ECoG), could be compared using Pyrcca for the same individual and
the same task.

Although we focus on neuroimaging data analysis applications, Pyrcca can be used to
analyze timeseries data in any scientific domain. We hope that researchers will find Pyrcca
suitable for a variety of analysis objectives.
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Chapter 3

FISCA: functional inter-subject
component analysis

3.1 Abstract

In this chapter, we present FISCA (functional inter-subject component analysis), a predic-
tive model of BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) responses that is based on cross-subject
similarity. FISCA is an unsupervised learning method that does not require defining rele-
vant stimulus features in advance. We describe three contributions of FISCA. First, FISCA
is an effective method for combining functional responses across subjects in an fMRI ex-
periment without anatomical alignment. Second, FISCA allows us to accurately predict
BOLD responses to held-out stimuli without an explicit feature space. FISCA predictions
are more accurate than those of feature-based predictive models in much of the cortex. Fi-
nally, FISCA can be used to find similarities of BOLD responses across experiments that
use different stimuli in auditory and visual modalities. This analysis shows that FISCA can
identify brain regions involved in amodal processing.

3.2 Introduction

Modeling of human brain activity in response to natural stimuli is a powerful technique in
neuroscience research. Humans and other animals encounter rich, dynamic environments
in the world. Using complex stimuli such as natural movies and natural stories allows
researchers to simulate these multifaceted environments in an experimental setting. The
goal of such experiments is to computationally understand the relationship between complex
natural stimuli and the brain activity that they evoke.

In this chapter, we present a method for predictive modeling of brain responses to natural
stimuli called FISCA (Functional Inter-Subject Component Analysis). FISCA uses similarity
of fMRI brain activity across individuals evoked by the same natural stimuli to construct a
data-driven predictive model of novel brain activity. The stimuli are not modeled explicitly
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but instead are regarded as a variable that causes the brain activity of each individual subject.
This latent variable is estimated by finding common dimensions of brain responses using
CCA (canonical correlation analysis) (Hotelling 1936). These dimensions form a coordinate
space where the projections of individual brain responses are maximally correlated. In the
probabilistic interpretation of CCA (Bach and Jordan 2005), this coordinate space is an
estimation of the latent variable that underlies the datasets. Once FISCA dimensions are
estimated, they can be used to predict brain activity of an individual subject to novel stimuli,
based on the other subjects’ responses to the same stimuli.

There are three main contributions of FISCA to modeling brain responses to natural
stimuli. First, FISCA combines data across individuals using functional similarity without
the constraints of anatomical alignment. Second, FISCA predictively models individual
brain responses without construction of an explicit feature space, which is valuable when
an appropriate feature space is not known. Third, due to the absence of an explicit feature
space, FISCA can be used with stimuli of different sensory modalities in order to identify
amodal responses. The implications of these contributions are described in detail below.

FISCA is a method for functional cross-subject mapping.

Similarity of brain activity across individuals is a key assumption in much of neuroscience
research. With the exception of research focused on individual participants, such as patient
case studies, neuroscience experiments compare results across subjects in order to generalize
the findings to a greater population. In fMRI research, most studies combine data across
subjects based on anatomical mapping. Responses of individual subjects are registered to an
anatomical template and then averaged (Jenkinson and Smith 2001b). However, this process
is lossy due to anatomical and functional variability across individuals (Amunts et al. 2000;
Crivello et al. 2002; Dougherty et al. 2003)

In order to compensate for information loss due to anatomical variability, modern tem-
plate registration methods use surface-based registration instead of volumetric registration
(Fischl et al. 1999). Surface-based registration minimizes curvature distortion of the data.
Nonetheless, individual functional variation in the location of sensory brain areas and asso-
ciation areas is not fully explained by anatomical variation (Uylings et al. 2005), and this
method does not address the loss of information due to functional variability.

There are several methods for combining data across individuals that rely on similarity
of functional responses. Hyperalignment, developed by the Haxby laboratory and collabora-
tors, aligns brain responses across individuals by transforming them into the same abstract
coordinate space (Sabuncu et al. 2010; Haxby et al. 2011). Inter-subject correlation (ISC),
developed by the Hasson laboratory, uses correlations of functional timecourses to align
brain responses across individuals (Hasson et al. 2004; Ben-Yakov et al. 2012). These meth-
ods have made it possible to achieve a more precise alignment of individual data based
on the functional activity. However, these methods quantify similarity of brain responses
across individuals but do not provide an interpretation of the dimensions that underlie this
similarity.
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FISCA is a method for cross-subject alignment that relies on similarity of functional brain
responses. FISCA does not require anatomical alignment and is not based on any anatom-
ical landmarks. The coordinate space estimated by FISCA is based only on the similarity
of BOLD responses across individual subjects. Furthermore, the principal components of
FISCA are interpretable. In this chapter, we interpret the FISCA mapping estimated based
on BOLD responses in two experiments: natural movie viewing and natural story listening.
We visualize the anatomical distribution of the weights for each experiment and project them
onto stimulus-related features. We show that FISCA is an effective method for alignment
across subjects by using it as a predictive model for held-out BOLD responses.

FISCA is a predictive model without an explicit feature space.

Feature-based modeling is an effective approach for understanding brain activity evoked by
natural stimuli. This approach requires construction of a feature space for quantifying the
stimuli. The feature space is chosen based on a hypothesis about the types of information
present in the stimuli that are thought to be relevant to the corresponding brain activity.
Once a feature space is formulated, natural stimuli are expressed mathematically as a pro-
jection onto the feature space. Corresponding brain activity is then predictively modeled as
a function of the feature space representation of the stimuli. The feature space that most
accurately expresses the aspects of the stimuli that evoke the brain activity produces the
best-predicting model. This method is the foundation of the voxel-wise modeling approach
(Kay et al. 2008; Naselaris et al. 2009; Naselaris et al. 2011; Nishimoto et al. 2011).

The feature-based modeling approach is very effective when a well-informed hypothesis
can be made about the relationship between stimulus features and brain responses. This is
the case for some regions of the brain, such as the primary visual cortex, where the topogra-
phy of the brain responses to visual information is thoroughly studied and comprehensively
understood (Sereno et al. 1995). There is a significant body of evidence that can be used
to construct a feature-based model of visual cortex activity evoked by visual stimuli. How-
ever, when the relationship between stimuli and brain activity is not well known, choosing
an appropriate feature space presents a challenge. For brain regions such as the prefrontal
cortex, the knowledge of its functional organization is not as well-established, and feature
space construction must rely on speculative hypotheses.

FISCA presents an alternative approach to feature-based modeling that is particularly
useful when a well-informed hypothesis about relevant features of the stimuli is unavailable.
In lieu of constructing a feature space, it is possible to derive relevant features empirically
from the brain activity. In this framework, the stimuli are viewed as a latent variable that
causes the brain activity. The estimation of this latent variable can be constrained when
multiple examples of brain activity are available, e.g. from multiple individual subjects.

We compare the performance of FISCA as a predictive model with two feature-based
voxel-wise models tailored for natural stimulus experiments: movie viewing and story lis-
tening. The feature-based model constructed for the movie experiment is based on motion
energy features of the stimuli (Nishimoto et al. 2011). It was created to describe and predict
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BOLD responses in the visual cortex to natural movies. The feature-based model constructed
for the story experiment is based on semantic features (Huth et al. 2016). It was created to
investigate language processing and predict BOLD responses to narrative stories. We com-
pare the model performance for each experiment in two ways. First, we compare the accuracy
of BOLD response predictions made by FISCA and the corresponding feature-based model
throughout the cortex. Second, we compare the temporal accuracy of the predictions made
by FISCA and the corresponding feature-based model by performing temporal identification
of each timepoint in the stimulus.

FISCA is a method for investigating amodal representation.

The absence of an explicit stimulus-based feature space gives FISCA greater flexibility.
Feature-based models can only combine data across two experiments if the stimuli in both
experiments share the same features. Additionally, these features have to be explicitly de-
fined. On the other hand, FISCA is based on similarity across subjects, and can generalize
across experiments that do not share the same feature space. Instead, FISCA can be used
to identify shared features across two experiments.

A FISCA mapping that is estimated based on subjects’ responses to one set of stimuli
in one experiment can be used to predict one of the subjects’ responses to a set of stimuli
in a second experiment, based on the other subjects’ responses in the second experiment.
The resulting predictions in such an analysis would be accurate in brain regions that share
representation across the two experiments, because the FISCA mapping would capture the
shared representation. For brain regions that respond differently across experiments, the
FISCA predictions would not be accurate.

Previous research has shown that visual and linguistic stimuli for the same semantic
categories result in priming across modality and produce BOLD responses in overlapping
brain regions (Kircher et al. 2009; Kherif, Josse, and Price 2011; Simanova et al. 2014). In
this chapter, we use FISCA to investigate amodal representation of natural movie and story
stimuli. We estimate a FISCA mapping based on the BOLD responses to natural movies
and then predict the subjects’ responses to natural stories using that mapping. We also
estimate a FISCA mapping based on the BOLD responses to natural stories, and predict
subjects’ responses to natural movies. The accuracy of these cross-experiment predictions
indicates amodal brain regions that share response properties between the natural movie
and the natural story experiments.

3.3 Methods

fMRI Data Acquisition

The MRI data were acquired using a 3T Siemens TIM Trio scanner with a 32-channel
Siemens phased array head coil. Functional data were acquired using a gradient echo echo-
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planar sequence with repetition time (TR) = 2.0045 s, echo time (TE) = 31 ms, flip angle
= 70 degrees, voxel size = 2.24 x 2.24 x 4.13 mm2 (slice thickness = 3.5 mm with 18% slice
gap), matrix size = 100 x 100, and field of view = 224 mm x 224 mm. Between thirty and
thirty-two slices were used to cover the entire cortex for each subject and were acquired
in an interleaved order. A custom-modified bipolar water excitation radiofrequency (RF)
pulse was used to perform fat signal suppression. Anatomical data were collected using a
T1-weighted multi-echo MP-RAGE sequence on the same 3T scanner.

Subjects

Fourteen healthy human subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal
hearing were scanned at the UC Berkeley Brain Imaging Center after providing written
informed consent. Six subjects participated in both the natural movie and natural story
experiments. Four subjects participated only in the natural movie experiment. Four subjects
participated only in the natural story experiment. Subject S12 participated in the natural
movie experiment, but these data were not used due to excessive subject motion. Gender
and age of the subjects during the movie and story experiments are indicated in Table 3.1.
The experimental protocol was approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human
Subjects at the University of California, Berkeley.

Subject Gender Age, movie
experiment

Age, story
experiment

S1 Male 33 32
S2 Male 25 26
S3 Male 28 29
S4 Male 25
S5 Female 25 24
S6 Male 31 30
S7 Female 25
S8 Male 25
S9 Male 29
S10 Female 32 31
S11 Female 24
S12 Male 26
S13 Male 31
S14 Male 24

Table 3.1: Gender and age of subjects in the natural movie and natural story experiments.
The age during each experiment is indicated for each subject if that subject participated in that experiment.
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Natural movie stimuli

The natural movie stimuli consisted of color natural movies drawn from the Apple QuickTime
HD gallery (http://trailers.apple.com/) and YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/). Movies
were clipped to 10-20 seconds in length, and the stimulus sequence was created by randomly
drawing movies from the entire set. The training natural movie stimuli were arranged in 12
separate 10-minute blocks, with each block shown in a separate fMRI scan. The training
movies were shown to the subjects once. The validation natural movie stimuli consisted of
nine one-minute blocks. These blocks were randomly permuted across experimental sessions.
The validation movies were shown to the subjects ten times each, and the responses were
averaged. The subjects fixated throughout the experiment on a red fixation dot overlaid on
the center of the stimuli. Six seconds of filler movie stimuli were played in the beginning of
each movie block to remove the effects of the stimulus onset. These stimuli and corresponding
fMRI responses were removed before the analysis. The data were collected during two two-
hour scanning sessions that were performed on different days. The final data set consisted of
7,128 seconds of training movie stimuli and 486 seconds of validation movie stimuli. Further
details of stimulus selection are described in Nishimoto et al. 2011. Further details of stimulus
presentation and experimental procedures are described in Huth et al. 2012.

Natural story stimuli

The training natural story stimuli consisted of ten 10- to 15-minute stories taken from The
Moth Radio Hour (http://themoth.org), played once to each subject. The validation natural
story stimuli consisted of one 10-minute story, also taken from The Moth Radio Hour. This
story was played twice for each subject, and then the two responses were averaged. Each story
was played during a separate fMRI scan that was tailored in length to the story duration.
Ten seconds of silence was played before and after the story, and the corresponding data were
removed before analysis. The data were collected during two two-hour scanning sessions that
were performed on different days. The final data set consisted of 7,474 seconds of training
story stimuli and 582 seconds of validation story stimuli. Further details of stimulus selection,
presentation, and experimental procedures are described in Huth et al. 2016.

fMRI data preprocessing

Custom software was used to preprocess functional MRI data. First, each scan was corrected
for subject motion using FLIRT, the FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (Jenkinson
and Smith 2001a), with 6 regressors. Motion parameters were hand-checked to ensure that
minimal motion was present in each scan. Then, the volumes in each scan were aligned to
the temporal mean volume for the first scan using FLIRT with 6 regressors for each subject.
A third-degree Savitzky-Golay filter with a 121-second window was used to identify and
remove low-frequency drifts in functional responses. The mean functional response for each
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voxel was then subtracted, and the responses were rescaled to have unit variance across time.
Functional responses to the repeated validation stimuli were averaged across repetitions.

Cortical surface and flatmap reconstruction

Reconstruction of cortical surfaces for each subject was performed using FreeSurfer and
Pycortex software (Fischl 2012; Gao et al. 2015). Flattened cortical surface maps were then
created in FreeSurfer by removing the medial wall of the cortex and making five relaxation
cuts in each hemispheric surface. The calcarine sulcus cut was made at the horizontal
meridian in V1 based on anatomical features and retinotopic mapping that was estimated
from a separate scan for each subject.

Functional volumes were aligned to the anatomical surface for each subject, and a cortical
mask was defined using a nearest neighbor intersection of the functional volume and the
anatomical cortical surface. Both operations were performed using Pycortex (Gao et al.
2015). Functional voxels in the cortical mask for each subject were retained (70,000-100,000
voxels per subject), and the data outside of the cortical mask were discarded.

FISCA estimation

FISCA was estimated separately for the natural movie experiment and the natural story ex-
periment. FISCA estimation is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.1A. For each experiment,
BOLD responses for each pair of subjects were projected onto a set of canonical components
cc. Each canonical component is a vector in time, corresponding to the temporal dimension
of the training data. These components were estimated using canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) such that they were maximally correlated across the two subjects and ordered by the
canonical correlation ρi. Canonical weights cw projected the subjects’ BOLD responses onto
the canonical components. The canonical weights for each canonical component comprise a
vector in space, corresponding to the cortical voxels of the subject.

CCA was performed using Pyrcca software (Bilenko and J. Gallant 2016). A linear inner
product kernel was used to reduce the dimensionality of the analysis. The same regularization
coefficient (0.1) and number of canonical components (10) were chosen for all analyses to
simplify aggregation and comparison across subjects and experiments. The choice of these
hyperparameters was based on performing FISCA with cross-validation on a separate fMRI
dataset not used in this publication, in order to avoid overfitting. This independent dataset
consisted of BOLD responses of two subjects (S1 and S2) to natural movie stimuli collected
while the subjects were freely moving their gaze. Monte Carlo cross-validation was used
to perform grid search over a range of 10 regularization coefficients logarithmically spaced
between 10−3 and 103, and over a range of numbers of canonical components between 3 and
20. During each cross-validation split, CCA was estimated for 80% of the data and tested
on the remaining 20% of the data for all combinations of hyperparameter values. Further
details of the cross-validation procedure are described in Bilenko and J. Gallant 2016.
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Figure 3.1: FISCA overview. A. Estimation. For each pair of subjects, BOLD responses were projected
onto a set of canonical components cc (shown for subjects pairs S1, S2 and S1, S3). These components
were estimated by CCA. The components were maximally correlated across subjects and ordered by the
canonical correlation ρi. Canonical weights cw projected the subjects’ BOLD responses onto the canonical
components. B. Interpretation. All sets of canonical components for subject S1 (here, ccS1→S2 and
ccS1→S3) were concatenated, and PCA was used to perform dimensionality reduction. Projections of each
principal component onto S1 BOLD responses were then visualized on the cortical map. Projections of
the top three principal components were visualized on a single cortical map by assigning a color channel
to each component (red, green, and blue). This visualization allowed interpretation of the most important
dimensions of FISCA for each subject. C. Validation. BOLD responses of subjects S2 and S3 to a novel
stimulus were projected onto the FISCA canonical component space using previously estimated canonical
weights cwS2→S1 and cwS3→S1, respectively. Then, these projections were multiplied by the inverse of
previously estimated canonical weights cwS1→S2 and cwS1→S3, respectively, and averaged for each voxel.
Resulting mean predicted S1 BOLD responses were correlated with the observed S1 BOLD responses for
each voxel to quantify prediction accuracy.
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FISCA validation

FISCA validation is illustrated in Figure 3.1C. After a FISCA mapping was estimated for a
set of subjects, it was used to predict the BOLD responses for each of the subjects in the
mapping to novel stimuli. The accuracy of the predictions was used to validate the accuracy
of FISCA. To predict BOLD responses to validation stimuli for one subject (subject S1),
the responses for the remaining subjects to the same validation stimuli were projected onto
the FISCA space. These projections, or predicted canonical components for subject S1,
were obtained via previously estimated canonical weights between each of the remaining
subjects and subject S1. Each set of these novel canonical components was then projected
onto the voxel space of subject S1 to obtain predicted BOLD responses for subject S1.
These projections were obtained via the inverse of the previously estimated canonical weights
between subject S1 and each of the remaining subjects. Resulting sets of predicted BOLD
responses for subject S1 from each subject pairing were then averaged, producing the final
predicted BOLD responses for subject S1 to the validation stimuli. The accuracy of the
FISCA predictions was quantified by correlating the predicted BOLD responses and observed
BOLD responses of subject S1 to the validation stimuli. These correlations were visualized
on the cortical surface.

FISCA validation was first performed within experiment. FISCA estimated using the
BOLD responses to the training set of natural movies was used to perform predictions of the
subjects’ BOLD responses to held-out natural movies for ten subjects who participated in
the natural movie experiment. FISCA estimated using the BOLD responses to the training
set of natural stories was used to perform predictions of the subjects’ BOLD responses to
held-out natural stories for the ten subjects who participated in the natural story experiment.

For the six subjects who participated in both experiments, FISCA validation was also
done across experiments. FISCA estimated using the BOLD responses to natural movies was
used to predict the subjects’ BOLD responses to natural stories, and FISCA estimated using
the BOLD responses to natural stories was used to predict the subject’s BOLD responses to
natural movies.

Feature-based models

Motion energy model

FISCA accuracy for natural movies was compared to the accuracy of a motion energy feature-
based model that was estimated for each subject. The same natural movie stimuli that were
used for FISCA estimation were first used to estimate the feature-based models. The details
of the motion energy model construction can be found in Nishimoto et al. 2011. Briefly, the
natural movie stimuli were filtered by a bank of nonlinear units sensitive to local motion
energy. L2-regularized regression was used to estimate a BOLD response model for each
cortical voxel. The motion energy models were then used to predict the BOLD responses
of each subject to the validation movies. The accuracy of the predictions was quantified
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by correlating the predicted and observed BOLD responses for each cortical voxel for each
subject.

Semantic model

FISCA accuracy for natural stories was compared to the accuracy of a semantic feature-
based model estimated for each subject. The same natural story stimuli that were used
for FISCA estimation were first used to estimate the semantic models. The details of the
model construction can be found in Huth et al. 2016. Briefly, the natural story stimuli
were quantified using a word embedding space constructed based on the co-occurrence of
each of the words appearing in the story and a set of 985 common English words. L2-
regularized regression was used to estimate a BOLD response model for each cortical voxel.
The semantic models were then used to predict the BOLD responses of each subject to
the validation stories. The accuracy of the predictions was quantified by correlating the
predicted and observed BOLD responses for each cortical voxel for each subject.

Timepoint identification

To characterize the temporal specificity of FISCA and feature-based models, the predicted
BOLD responses were used to perform timepoint identification for the movie and the story
experiments (Kay et al. 2008). The timepoint identification analysis showed how precisely
the model can identify a validation stimulus based on the accuracy of the predicted BOLD
responses. Timepoint identification was performed for each model. First, a subset of best
predicted voxels for that model was selected, ranging from 1,000 to 32,000 voxels. Then,
observed and predicted BOLD responses to the validation stimuli were correlated. For each
timepoint of the validation stimuli, the best guess of the model was identified as the most
highly correlated timepoint of the stimulus. The percentage of correctly identified timepoints
was computed at the exact timepoint, within 10 seconds of the correct timepoint, and within
20 seconds of the correct timepoint.

FISCA component interpretation

FISCA component interpretation is illustrated in Figure 3.1B. The FISCA estimation proce-
dure for each experiment and each subject resulted in nine sets of ten canonical components
(one set for each of the other subjects in the experiment). To identify the most important
dimensions of FISCA, these ninety canonical components were concatenated, the mean over
time for each component was subtracted, and the components were rescaled to have unit
variance. Then, principal component analysis (PCA) was used to perform dimensionality
reduction on the canonical components. Three principal components were retained for each
analysis, because that number of components was sufficient to explain 50% of the variance
of the FISCA model for all individual subjects in both experiments.
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Visualization on the cortical surface

The three principal components identified by FISCA for each subject and each experiment
were projected onto the corresponding BOLD responses for visualization. These three pro-
jections were visualized individually on the cortical map for each subject by coloring each
voxel according to its principal component weight. The three projections were also visualized
on one cortical map simultaneously by assigning a color channel (red, green, or blue) to each
component and coloring each voxel according to the absolute value of its weights for all three
principal components.

Feature-based interpretation

The three principal components for each subject and experiment were interpreted in terms
of stimulus-related features. A previously designed feature space representation of the ex-
perimental stimuli was used for each experiment: motion energy features for the movies, and
semantic features for the stories. These were the feature spaces of the feature-based models
used as benchmarks for FISCA prediction accuracy.

The motion energy feature space is described in detail in Nishimoto et al. 2011. The
motion energy features comprised a library of spatio-temporal filters. These filters paramet-
rically spanned five spatial frequencies: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 cycles per degree. These
filters also spanned three temporal frequencies: 0, 2, and 4 Hz. The filters additionally var-
ied in direction of motion, phase, and size. L2-regularized regression was used to estimate
tuning of FISCA components to the motion energy features. The regression weights for each
FISCA component were averaged for each unique spatial and temporal frequency value to
estimate spatial frequency tuning and temporal frequency tuning of each component.

The semantic feature space is described in detail in Huth et al. 2016. The authors used
k -means clustering to group the 985 dimensions of the semantic feature space into 12 broad
semantic categories: temporal, abstract, professional, visual, violent, tactile, communal,
mental, numeric, emotional, social, and locational. To estimate semantic tuning of the
FISCA components, L2-regularized regression was first used to compute the tuning of each
component for each of the 985 semantic dimensions. The regression weights were then
projected onto the 12 semantic clusters, producing a 12-dimensional semantic tuning vector
for each FISCA component.

3.4 Results

FISCA predictions of BOLD responses to natural movies and
stories

FISCA was used to predict BOLD responses to held-out stimuli in the natural movie exper-
iment and the natural story experiment. First, a FISCA mapping was estimated using all
subjects’ BOLD responses to either natural movies or natural stories. Then, each subject’s
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responses to held-out stimuli within the same experiment were predicted based on the FISCA
mapping and the responses of the other subjects to the same held-out stimuli. The accuracy
of the predictions was quantified by correlating the predicted and actual BOLD responses
for each cortical voxel and visualizing the correlations on the cortical surface. FISCA predic-
tion accuracy was compared to the prediction accuracy of a feature-based voxel-wise model
for each experiment: the motion energy model for the natural movie experiment and the
semantic model for the natural story experiment.

Natural movie experiment

FISCA prediction accuracy for the natural movie experiment is shown for subject S1 in Figure
3.2. Panel A shows voxel-wise correlations between BOLD responses predicted by FISCA
and actual BOLD responses to a held-out set of natural movies. Each voxel on the flattened
cortical map is colored according to its prediction correlation, with the color scale ranging
from 0.0 to 0.6. The chance level of prediction correlations, calculated using an asymptotic
method, was 0.11 and is indicated on the color scale with a red line (p < 0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995)).
Figure 3.12 shows FISCA prediction accuracy of the other nine subjects who participated in
the natural movie experiment.

Panel B in Figure 3.2 shows a comparison between FISCA predictions and predictions
of a voxel-wise motion energy model for subject S1. Each voxel is colored according to
a two-dimensional color scale, based on two sets of correlations: the correlations between
the actual BOLD responses to natural movies and BOLD responses predicted by FISCA
and the correlations between the actual BOLD responses to natural movies and BOLD
responses predicted by the voxel-wise motion energy model. The voxels for which the FISCA
predictions were more accurate are colored in red, and the voxels for which the motion
energy model predictions were more accurate are colored in blue. The voxels for which the
predictions of both models were equal are colored in white. The brightness of the voxels
increases with the correlation value, from 0.0 to 0.6. Figure 3.13 shows a comparison of
prediction accuracy of FISCA and the motion energy model for the other nine subjects who
participated in the natural movie experiment.

Figure 3.3 shows two graphical comparisons of the prediction accuracy of FISCA and the
motion energy model for subject S1. Panel A shows the histogram of prediction correlations
for FISCA in red and the motion energy model in blue. Panel B shows a scatter plot of
prediction correlations for both models for every cortical voxel. The prediction correlations
for FISCA are plotted on the y-axis, and the prediction correlations for the motion energy
model are plotted on the x-axis. Voxels for which FISCA predicts more accurately than
the motion energy model are colored in red, and voxels for which the motion energy model
predicts more accurately than FISCA are colored in blue.

FISCA predictions for BOLD responses to natural movies were highly accurate for vox-
els throughout the visual cortex, including retinotopic areas (V1, V2, V3, V4, V3A, V3B,
V7/IPS0, LO) and area MT+. Voxels in higher visual areas were also predicted with high
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Figure 3.2: FISCA prediction accuracy for natural movies. A. FISCA prediction accuracy for BOLD
responses of subject S1 to a held-out set of natural movies, based on BOLD responses of nine other subjects
to natural movies. Prediction accuracy for each voxel was quantified as the correlation between predicted
responses and observed BOLD responses. The statistical significance level is indicated on the colorbar at
p = 0.05 (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). B. Comparison of FISCA predictions and predictions
of the voxel-wise motion energy model. Prediction accuracy for each voxel is displayed on a two-dimensional
color scale. Voxels are red if the FISCA predictions were more accurate, blue if the motion energy model
predictions were more accurate, and white if the predictions were equally accurate. FISCA predictions were
highly accurate throughout the visual cortex, in the inferior and lateral temporal cortex, in the parietal
lobe, particularly in the IPS, in eye movement selective areas in the frontal cortex, and inferior and lateral
prefrontal cortex. FISCA predictions were more accurate than or comparable to the motion energy model
in most of the brain. The motion energy model predictions were more accurate for the best predicted voxels
in the early visual cortex, where the motion energy features are represented.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of FISCA and motion energy model predictions for natural movies.
A. Histogram of prediction correlations for each voxel for FISCA in red and the motion energy model in
blue. B. Scatter plot of all voxels with the prediction correlation for FISCA on the y-axis and for the motion
energy model on the x-axis. FISCA predictions were more accurate than or comparable to the motion energy
model in most of the brain. For some of the best predicted voxels, the motion energy model predictions were
more accurate than FISCA predictions.

accuracy. These areas included the extrastriate body area (EBA), occipital face area (OFA),
and transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) in the occipital cortex, and the fusiform face area
(FFA), parahippocampal place area (PPA), and the fusiform body area (FBA) in the in-
ferior temporal cortex. Some parts of the anterior inferior temporal cortex were predicted
accurately. However, much of this area was significantly affected by dropout of BOLD signal
due to proximity of the sinuses and was therefore not well predicted by any model.

In the lateral temporal cortex, parts of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and supe-
rior temporal sulcus (STS) were predicted accurately, particularly in the right hemisphere.
Posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), a region implicated in integration of visual and
auditory information (Beauchamp et al. 2004), was predicted with high accuracy.

In the parietal cortex, voxels in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), an area that plays an
important role in visual attention (Desimone and Duncan 1995), were predicted accurately.
Another accurately predicted region in the parietal cortex was the superior parietal lobule
(SPL), which is a part of the dorsal attention system (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Vincent
et al. 2008). Voxels in parts of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and inferior parietal
lobule (IPL) were predicted with lower accuracy, but still above chance. These regions are
implicated in semantic processing (Binder et al. 2009) and are part of the default mode
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network (DMN) (Raichle et al. 2001; Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and Schacter 2008). Voxels
in retrosplenial cortex (RSC), which is activated during scene processing and navigation
(Maguire et al. 1998), were accurately predicted as well.

In the frontal cortex, bilateral frontal eye fields (FEF) and the frontal opercular eye
movement areas (FO), areas involved in eye movement control (Corbetta et al. 1998; Paus
1996), were predicted accurately. Voxels in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), specifically
Broca’s area, which is implicated in language processing (Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010)
and resolution of semantic competition (Thompson-Schill et al. 1997), were predicted with
high accuracy, particularly in the right hemisphere. Some areas of the superior frontal gyrus
(SFG), which is thought to be involved in spatial awareness (Schotten et al. 2005), were
predicted accurately as well.

In the early visual cortex, where the voxels were most accurately predicted, FISCA
predictions and motion energy model predictions were comparable. In figure 3.2B, these
regions appear white. In much of the brain, the predictions made by FISCA were more
accurate than those made by the motion energy model, including higher visual cortical areas,
inferior and lateral temporal cortex, much of the parietal cortex, and the prefrontal cortex.
The regions where the motion energy model outperformed FISCA were representations of
the peripheral visual field locations in retinotopic cortex, the SPL, the TPJ, and the middle
temporal gyrus (MTG). Overall, the performance of the two models was comparable, despite
the fact that FISCA had many fewer parameters than the motion energy model (90 per
subject for FISCA, compared to 8556 per subject for the motion energy model). Additionally,
FISCA did not require construction of an explicit feature space.

Natural story experiment

FISCA prediction accuracy for the natural story experiment is shown for subject S1 in Figure
3.4. Panel A shows voxel-wise correlations between BOLD responses predicted by FISCA
and actual BOLD responses to a held-out set of natural stories. Each voxel on the flattened
cortical map is colored according to its prediction correlation, with the color scale ranging
from 0.0 to 0.6. The chance level of prediction correlations, calculated using an asymptotic
method, was 0.07 and is indicated on the color scale with a red line (p < 0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995)).
Figure 3.14 shows FISCA prediction accuracy of the other nine subjects who participated in
the natural story experiment.

Panel B in Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between FISCA predictions and predictions
of the voxel-wise semantic model for subject S1. Each voxel is colored according to a two-
dimensional color scale, based on two sets of correlations: the correlations between the
actual BOLD responses to natural stories and BOLD responses predicted by FISCA and
the correlations between the actual BOLD responses to natural stories and BOLD responses
predicted by the voxel-wise semantic model. The voxels for which the FISCA predictions were
more accurate are colored in red, and the voxels for which the semantic model predictions
were more accurate are colored in blue. The voxels for which the predictions of both models
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Figure 3.4: FISCA prediction accuracy for natural stories. A. FISCA prediction accuracy for BOLD
responses of subject S1 to a held-out set of natural stories, based on BOLD responses of nine other subjects
to natural stories. Prediction accuracy for each voxel was quantified as the correlation between predicted
responses and observed BOLD responses. The red line and text on the colorbar indicate the statistical
significance level for each analysis at p = 0.05 (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons (Benjamini and
Hochberg 1995)). B. Comparison of FISCA predictions and predictions of the voxel-wise semantic model.
Prediction accuracy for each voxel is displayed based on a two-dimensional color scale. Voxels are red if
the FISCA predictions were more accurate, blue if the semantic model predictions were more accurate, and
white if the predictions were equally accurate. FISCA predictions were highly accurate throughout the
lateral temporal cortex and the parietal cortex, lateral, medial, and inferior prefrontal cortex, and parts
of higher-order visual cortex. FISCA predictions were more accurate than the semantic model predictions
in most of the cortex, except for a small number of voxels in the lateral SFG. The predictions for natural
stories are less accurate than those for the natural movies, because the responses for the held-out stories
were averaged over two repetitions, whereas the responses for the held-out movies were averaged over ten
repetitions.
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Figure 3.5: FISCA prediction accuracy for natural stories. A. Histogram of prediction correlations
for each voxel for FISCA in red and the semantic model in blue. B. Scatter plot of all voxels with the
prediction correlation for FISCA on the y-axis and for the semantic model on the x-axis. FISCA predictions
were more accurate than semantic model predictions for almost all voxels in the cortex.

were equal are colored in white. The brightness of the voxels increases with the correlation
value, from 0.0 to 0.6. Figure 3.15 shows comparison of prediction accuracy of FISCA and the
semantic model for the other nine subjects who participated in the natural story experiment.

Figure 3.5 shows two graphical comparisons of the prediction accuracy of FISCA and
the semantic model for subject S1. The graph on the left shows the histogram of prediction
correlations for FISCA in red and the semantic model in blue. The graph on the right
shows a scatter plot of prediction correlations for both models for every cortical voxel. The
prediction correlations for FISCA are plotted on the y-axis, and the prediction correlations
for the semantic model are plotted on the x-axis. Voxels for which FISCA predicts more
accurately than the semantic model are colored in red, and voxels for which the semantic
model predicts more accurately than FISCA are colored in blue.

FISCA predictions for BOLD responses to natural stories were highly accurate through-
out the temporoparietal and frontal cortex, spanning much of semantically selective cortex
(Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010; Huth et al. 2016). The prediction
accuracy for some brain regions was higher in the left hemisphere, such as TOS, PPA, ventral
PFC, and middle temporal sulcus (MTS). In much of the cortex, accuracy was comparable
across the two hemispheres.

In the occipital lobe, voxels in V3B, area MT+, TOS, LO, EBA, and OFA were predicted
accurately. Voxels in several regions in the inferior temporal cortex, including PPA and
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FBA, an area immediately lateral of FFA, and parts of the anterior inferior temporal cortex
were also accurately predicted. These areas are involved in higher-level visual processing,
including semantic category and motion processing. The stories were auditory and did not
contain visual information. However, accurate predictions in the visual cortex may be due to
brain responses elicited by visual imagery, which can be decoded from the the visual cortex
(Reddy, Tsuchiya, and Serre 2010; Naselaris et al. 2015).

In the parietal lobe, the SPL and the precuneus were predicted with high accuracy.
These areas are thought to be involved in episodic memory retrieval (Lundstrom et al. 2003;
Wagner et al. 2005) and social cognition (Iacoboni et al. 2004). The TPJ, which plays a
key role in social cognition and theory of mind (Saxe and Kanwisher 2003; Samson et al.
2004), was predicted with high accuracy as well. The IPL, including the angular and the
supramarginal gyri, and the posterior cingulate were predicted very accurately. The IPL,
particularly the angular gyrus, plays a central role in language processing (Binder et al. 2009;
Price 2010). The posterior cingulate is implicated in many cognitive processes, including
emotional processing and memory retrieval (Leech and Sharp 2014). The precuneus, the
posterior cingulate and the IPL are all central nodes in the DMN (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna,
and Schacter 2008; Raichle et al. 2001). Another region that was accurately predicted was
the RSC, which is activated during spatial navigation (Maguire et al. 1998).

The responses of the voxels located in the lateral temporal lobe were most accurately
predicted. This region is one of the central locations of speech and semantic processing
(Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010). Responses of voxels in Heschl’s
gyrus (primary auditory cortex), superior temporal gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, and
middle temporal gyrus were all predicted with high accuracy.

In the frontal lobe, voxels in the IFG, and particularly Broca’s area, were very accurately
predicted as well. The IFG is a key language processing region (Binder et al. 2009; Price
2010), Medial SFG, which is a node in the DMN (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and Schacter
2008; Raichle et al. 2001) and is implicated in memory retrieval (Robinson, Blair, and
Cipolotti 1998), was predicted with high accuracy. Lateral SFG, which is also thought to be
involved in memory retrieval (Robinson, Blair, and Cipolotti 1998), was also accurately
predicted. The other well-predicted regions included the anterior cingulate and ventral
prefrontal cortex, which are activated during cognitive processes such as error detection
and cognitive control as well as emotional processing (Carter et al. 1998; Bush, Luu, and
Posner 2000; Bechara et al. 1999).

FISCA and the semantic model accurately predicted voxels in very similar locations.
Voxels that were predicted with equal accuracy appear white in Figure 3.4B. Throughout
the cortex, FISCA predictions were more accurate, as reflected by the voxels that appear in
red in the cortical map. A small number of voxels that were more accurately predicted by the
semantic model and appear blue in the cortical map were located in the lateral prefrontal
cortex. FISCA’s greater accuracy is particularly notable because FISCA has many fewer
features than the semantic model (90 per subject versus 3940 per subject) and did not
require construction of a feature space.

The predictions of BOLD responses to natural stories were less accurate than the pre-
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dictions of BOLD responses to natural movies. One probable reason for this difference is
that the responses to the natural movies were averaged over ten repetitions of the same
stimuli, whereas the responses to the natural stories were averaged over only two repetitions.
The story responses thus contained more non-stationary components due to MRI artifacts
and task-unrelated responses. Additionally, the natural movie stimuli consisted of short
segments, whereas the story stimuli were presented as a continuous narrative. As a result,
the responses to the stories may have differed more substantially across stimulus repetitions
than the responses to the movies. Nevertheless, the story response predictions were highly
accurate overall.

Timepoint identification using FISCA and feature-based models

The temporal accuracy of FISCA predictions was evaluated using timepoint identification
for the natural movie and the natural story experiments. For comparison, timepoint identi-
fication was done with feature-based voxel-wise models. Timepoint identification was done
in the following way for each experiment and model. For each timepoint of the held-out
validation stimuli, the correlations with the actual BOLD response for each subject at that
timepoint was correlated with the predicted BOLD responses for all timepoints for each sub-
ject and averaged across a subset of best-predicted voxels. The cross-correlation matrices
were then averaged across subjects. For each timepoint of the predicted BOLD responses,
the timepoint of the observed BOLD responses that was most correlated was selected as the
identification guess of the model.

Figure 3.6 shows the results of timepoint identification for the natural movie experiment
in panel A and the natural story experiment in panel B. For both FISCA and feature-
based models, we performed timepoint identification based on incrementally increasing sets
of ranked best-predicted voxels for that model, ranging from 1,000 to 32,000. The graphs
at the top of the figure show identification accuracy for FISCA and feature-based models.
For each model, we quantified the percentage of timepoints that were identified exactly,
within 10 seconds of the correct timepoint, and within 20 seconds of the correct timepoint.
The red lines show identification accuracy for FISCA and the blue lines show identification
accuracy for the feature-based models. The graphs at the bottom of the figure show the
mean prediction correlation over each subset of voxels used for the timepoint identification
analysis, averaged over subjects. The inlaid cortical flat maps show the locations of each of
the ranked best-predicted voxels in increments of 1000 for FISCA and feature-based models
for subject S1.

Identification was greater than chance for both FISCA and feature-based models. For
the natural movie experiment, timepoint identification based on the motion energy model
predictions was more accurate than timepoint identification based on FISCA predictions.
The difference was particularly large when the identification analysis was performed with a
very small subset of best-predicted voxels (fewer than 5, 000). The motion energy model uses
low-level visual features that are particularly well suited for modeling BOLD responses in
the early visual cortex, and thus produces very accurate identification based on this subset
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Figure 3.6: Timepoint identification accuracy with variable voxel selection for natural movies
and stories. Timepoint identification was performed using predictions of FISCA and the feature-based
motion energy model for the natural movie experiment (A) and the feature-based semantic model for the
natural story experiment (B). Identification was performed for sets of best-predicted voxels from 1,000 to
32,000. The plots at the top of the figure show the identification performance for FISCA in red and for
feature-based models in blue, for each set of voxels. Identification performance and chance level at the exact
timepoint, within 10 seconds, and within 20 seconds is shown. The plots at the bottom of the figure show
the average prediction correlation in each set of voxels selected for identification. The error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean across subjects. The inlaid cortical maps show the locations of each the ranked
best-predicted voxels. Each bin of 1000 voxels is indicated using a discrete spectral color scale. FISCA and
feature-based models produced accurate timepoint identification. Although FISCA predictions were more
accurate than the predictions of the feature-based models, timepoint identification using the feature-based
models was more accurate.
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of voxels. The cortical maps showed that the first few thousand best-predicted voxels for
the motion energy model were located in very early visual cortex, primarily in V1, where
low-level visual features are represented.

Although FISCA was not as well suited for identification of specific natural movie stim-
uli as the motion energy model, identification performance based on FISCA predictions
remained stable with different numbers of voxels. FISCA was estimated based on the re-
sponses over the whole cortex, and more permissive voxel selection had little effect on the
identification accuracy. On the other hand, selection of additional voxels that were not well
modeled by low-level visual features reduced identification accuracy for the motion energy
model.

For the natural story experiment, both FISCA and the semantic model produced time-
point identification accuracy that was well above chance. Exact identification based on the
semantic model was more accurate than identification based on FISCA predictions. However,
approximate identification, within 10 seconds and within 20 seconds of the correct timepoint,
was more accurate when based on FISCA predictions than the semantic model. This result
may be due to the fact that the natural story experiment consisted of long narrative stories.
The semantic model was based on the meaning of individual words and was not suited for
capturing longer-term narrative structure of the stories. On the other hand, FISCA was
based on similarity of BOLD responses across subjects, and it is possible that data-driven
FISCA features could capture narrative aspects of the stories. As a result, approximate but
not exact timepoint identification was more accurate for FISCA than the semantic model.

While identification accuracy for FISCA remained stable for different numbers of voxels,
identification for the semantic model increased as more voxels were added. The features of
the semantic model were constructed to capture semantic information, which is processed in
many cortical areas (Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010). That may
be the reason for the increase in identification accuracy as a larger number of voxels was
included in the analysis.

Timepoint identification for natural movies and natural stories with 10,000
best-predicted voxels

We examined the timepoint identification results for FISCA and feature-based models with
10, 000 best-predicted voxels in greater detail. The subset of 10, 000 voxels was chosen
because timepoint identification accuracy of FISCA plateaued for both experiments at this
number of voxels.

Figure 3.7 shows identification results for FISCA and feature-based models for the natural
movie experiment and the natural story experiment. The timepoint identification results for
the natural movie experiment are shown in panel A for FISCA and panel B for the motion
energy model. The timepoint identification results for the natural story experiment are
shown in panel C for FISCA and panel D for the semantic model.

In all four panels in Figure 3.7, the plots on the left display the cross-correlation matrix
between the predicted and observed BOLD responses to held-out stimuli for all timepoints,
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Figure 3.7: Timepoint identification accuracy for FISCA with 10,000 voxels. A. Timepoint iden-
tification for the natural movie experiment using FISCA. B. Timepoint identification for the natural movie
experiment using the motion energy model. C. Timepoint identification for the natural story experiment
using FISCA. D. Timepoint identification for the natural story experiment using the semantic model. Iden-
tification was done using 10,000 best-predicted voxels for each model. The predicted BOLD responses for
each model at each timepoint were correlated with actual BOLD responses at each timepoint. In all four
panels, the graph on the left shows the cross-correlation matrix used for identification averaged across sub-
jects. The timepoints identified for each predicted BOLD response are indicated by dots in each row of the
matrix. The color of the dot indicates whether the guess was correct exactly, within 10 seconds, within 20
seconds, or incorrect. The plot on the right in all four panels shows the percentage of identified timepoints
at each temporal offset from the correct identification. The thick line indicates identification accuracy based
on the predictions for all subjects, and the thin lines indicate identification accuracy for each individual
subject. Both FISCA and feature-based model identification accuracy was significantly higher than chance.
Identification accuracy of the feature-based models was higher than the identification accuracy of FISCA.
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averaged across all subjects. For the predicted BOLD response in each row of the cross-
correlation matrix, the dot indicates the most highly correlated timepoint of the observed
BOLD response, which is the identification guess of the model. Correct guesses are indicated
in dark orange for exact identification, light orange for identification within 10 seconds, and
yellow orange for identification within 20 seconds. Incorrect identification is indicated in
blue.

The plot on the right in all four panels in Figure 3.7 shows the proportion of identified
timepoints made at each temporal offset from the predicted BOLD response. A temporal
offset of zero corresponds to an exact identification. A temporal offset of five seconds cor-
responds to an identification of an observed response that occurred five seconds later than
the correct response. The thick line indicates identification accuracy based on the responses
of all subjects. The thin lines indicate identification accuracy based on the responses of
individual subjects.

For the natural movie experiment, 10% of the timepoints were correctly identified by
FISCA and 24% of the timepoints were correctly identified by the motion energy model
(chance level was 0.41%, or one in 243 samples). Within 10 seconds, 23% of the timepoints
were identified by FISCA and 39% were identified by the motion energy model (chance level
was 4.53%, or 11 in 243 samples). Within 20 seconds, 27% of the timepoints were identified
by FISCA and 40% were identified by the motion energy model (chance level was 8.64%, or
21 in 243 samples).

For the natural story experiment, 9% of the timepoints were correctly identified by FISCA
and 18% of the timepoints were correctly identified by the semantic model (chance level was
0.34%, or one in 291 samples). Within 10 seconds, 30% of the timepoints were identified by
FISCA and 28% were identified by the semantic model (chance level was 3.78%, or 11 in
291 samples). Within 20 seconds, 35% of the timepoints were identified by FISCA and 30%
were identified by the semantic model (chance level was 7.22%, or 21 in 291 samples).

The timepoint identification accuracy was greater than chance for FISCA and feature-
based models in both experiments. The identification accuracy of FISCA was more variable
across subjects than the identification accuracy of the feature-based models. Additionally, for
FISCA the identification accuracy plots peaked less sharply at the exact timepoint identifica-
tion. There may be two reasons for this variability. First, data-driven dimensions identified
by FISCA may have captured longer-term features of the BOLD responses than the feature-
based models. As a result, approximate identification of FISCA was accurate, but not very
precise. Additionally, our implementation of FISCA was based on the assumption that the
BOLD responses of individual subjects were temporally aligned. In reality, there is individ-
ual variation in hemodynamic responses (Handwerker, Ollinger, and D’Esposito 2004). Such
differences in BOLD responses of the subjects may have caused greater variability in the
identification results.

It is notable that for both experiments, there are specific timepoints in the observed
BOLD responses that are frequently guessed by both FISCA and the feature-based models.
This may be due to particular aspects of the stimuli that produced robust BOLD responses,
such as onsets of scenes in the natural movies or changes of topics in the natural stories.
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Interpretation of FISCA components

One of the contributions of FISCA is that it estimates an interpretable coordinate space that
captures the main features of BOLD responses. In order to understand what information is
captured by each FISCA component, it is possible to visualize the FISCA weights on the
cortical maps of each subject. It is also possible to interpret FISCA in terms of the features
of the stimuli. For each experiment, ten FISCA components were estimated for each cross-
subject pairing, resulting in ninety components for each subject. In order to interpret the
FISCA mapping, we reduced the component dimensionality further using principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA). For each set of ninety components, we applied PCA to identify the
dimensions of greatest variance. We retained the first three components for visualization,
since they captured over 50% of the variance of the complete FISCA model for each subject.

Visualization of FISCA components

For each experiment and subject, we visualized the first three principal components of FISCA
by projecting them on the subject’s cortical map. Each of the three components was assigned
a color: red for the first component, green for the second component, and blue for the third
component. The color of each voxel in the cortical map represents the combined weights
for all three components. The absolute value of the weights for each FISCA component was
taken, because both the positive and the negative weights are meaningful, and the direction of
the component is arbitrary. Figure 3.8 shows the FISCA components visualized on cortical
maps for all subjects in the natural movie experiment, and Figure 3.9 shows the FISCA
components visualized on cortical maps for all subjects in the natural story experiment. For
subject S1, the medial, lateral, and inferior views of the inflated cortical surfaces are also
shown.

To visualize the three FISCA components in more detail, we also plotted the weights for
each component on the cortical map individually. Figure 3.10 shows the weights for the first
three principal components for subject S1 for the natural movie experiment in panel A and
for the natural story experiment in panel B. The voxel-wise component loadings are plotted
on a color scale from red to white to blue. Flat cortical maps and medial and lateral inflated
views of the cortical surfaces are shown. Individual component maps were also visualized for
the remaining subjects. For the natural movie experiment, the cortical maps for component
1 are shown in Figure 3.16, the cortical maps for component 2 are shown in Figure 3.17,
and the cortical maps for component 3 are shown in Figure 3.18. For the natural story
experiment, the cortical maps for component 1 are shown in Figure 3.19, the cortical maps
for component 2 are shown in Figure 3.20, and the cortical maps for component 3 are shown
in Figure 3.21.

To extend the interpretation of the FISCA components, we computed the tuning of each
component to features of the experimental stimuli. To do this, we leveraged previously
constructed feature-based voxel-wise models for natural movies and natural stories that we
used as benchmarks for evaluating accuracy of FISCA predictions: the motion energy model
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Figure 3.8: Principal components of FISCA for natural movies. FISCA was estimated using BOLD
responses for ten subjects who watched natural movies. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for three
top FISCA principal components are shown on the cortical map. Spatial frequency tuning and temporal
frequency tuning of the FISCA components is visualized on the bar plot at the right of the figure. In all
cortical maps and the bar plot, the first component is visualized in red, the second component is visualized in
green, and the third component is visualized in blue. The visual feature tuning was averaged across subjects,
and the error bars indicate the standard errors of the mean across subjects. The FISCA components were
similar across individual subjects. The first component was related to motion energy. The second component
was related to semantic content processing. The third component was related to visual attention and eye
movement control.

(Nishimoto et al. 2011) and the semantic model (Huth et al. 2016). For each subject and
each experiment, we fit ridge regression models between the first three FISCA components
and feature space representations of the natural movies and the natural stories. Ridge
hyperparameter of 20,000 was used based on cross-validation. A separate linear temporal
filter with four delays (2, 3, 4, and 5 time points) was fit for each of the features, and then
the weights were averaged across the temporal filters.

For the natural movie experiment, we computed tuning to spatial frequency and temporal
frequency features for each subject for each FISCA component. The visual tuning vectors
were averaged across subjects. For the natural story experiment, we computed tuning of
each FISCA component for each subject to 12 general conceptual categories described in
Huth et al. 2016. The semantic tuning vectors were averaged across subjects. The visual
tuning for the three natural movie FISCA components is plotted as a bar graph at the top
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Figure 3.9: Principal components of FISCA for natural stories. FISCA was estimated using BOLD
responses for ten subjects who heard natural stories. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for three top
FISCA principal components are shown on the cortical map. Semantic tuning of the FISCA components
for 12 conceptual categories is visualized on the bar plot at the right of the figure. In all cortical maps
and the bar plot, the first component is visualized in red, the second component is visualized in green, and
the third component is visualized in blue. The semantic tuning was averaged across subjects, and the error
bars indicate the standard errors of the mean across subjects. The first component was related to language
processing. The second component was related to processing of abstract concepts. The third component
was related to processing of concepts related to visual and tactile information.

of Figure 3.8. The tuning for first component is plotted in red, the tuning for the second
component is plotted in green, and the tuning for the third component is plotted in blue.
The semantic tuning for the three natural story FISCA components is plotted as a bar graph
at the top of Figure 3.9. The tuning for first component is plotted in red, the tuning for the
second component is plotted in green, and the tuning for the third component is plotted in
blue.

Principal components of FISCA for natural movies

For the natural movie experiment, the cortical map visualizations of the three principal
components of FISCA were markedly similar across subjects. While the analysis was not
constrained by anatomical alignment, the patterns of features identified by FISCA were
consistent across anatomical regions.
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Figure 3.10: Principal components of natural movie and natural story FISCA for subject S1.
Projections of three top principal components identified for movie-based (A) and story-based (B) FISCA are
shown on individual cortical maps for subject S1. The projections for each component are colored according
to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of each component is arbitrary. A. The projections
of movie-based FISCA components had the highest weights in the visual cortex (PC1), in dynamic visual,
face-related, and speech-related areas (PC2), and in attention-related areas and retinotopic cortex (PC3).
B. The projections of story-based FISCA components had the highest weights in the auditory cortex and
the parietal and frontal cortex (PC1), precuneus and higher auditory cortex (PC2), and in amodal semantic
areas and lateral prefrontal cortex (PC3).
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The weights for the first component of FISCA are indicated by the red voxels in the
cortical maps in Figure 3.8 and by the red and blue voxels in the cortical map at the top
of Figure 3.10A. These voxels were primarily located in the retinotopic cortex, which was
most accurately predicted by FISCA. The weights for the second component of FISCA are
indicated by green voxels in the cortical maps in Figure 3.8 and by the red and blue voxels
in the cortical map in the middle of Figure 3.10A. These voxels were located in brain areas
related to semantic processing, face processing, and the default mode network (DMN). The
weights for the third component of FISCA, indicated by the blue voxels in the cortical maps
in Figure 3.8 and by the red and blue voxels in the cortical map at the bottom of Figure
3.10A. These voxels were primarily located in foveal retinotopic cortex and in brain areas
related to spatial attention and eye movements.

Examining the distribution of FISCA component weights in the maps in Figure 3.8 reveals
a complex picture of cortical processing of natural visual information. The weights in the
visual cortex formed a color gradient that changed with eccentricity and the hierarchical
stage of visual processing of each visual region. The voxels in foveal regions of V1, V2 and
V3 were blue and magenta, indicating high weights for the third FISCA component and a
combination of the first and the third component. The voxels in the peripheral regions of
these areas were red, indicating high weights for the first FISCA component. The voxels in
mid-level visual areas V4, V3A, V3B, LO, and MT+ were orange, indicating a combination
of high weights for the first and the second FISCA component. The voxels in EBA, FBA and
PPA, which are involved in higher visual processing of body parts and scenes, were orange
as well.

Notably, the voxel weights in face-selective visual areas differed from voxel weights in
other higher visual areas. The voxels in face-selective areas FFA and OFA appear in yellow
in Figure 3.8, indicating a combination of high weights for the first and second FISCA com-
ponent with a bigger contribution from the second component. This distinctive selectivity
of FISCA components in face-selective regions was more prominent for some of the subjects
than others.

Voxels with high weights for the second component were located in many areas of the
cortex, indicated by the green color on the cortical map in Figure 3.8. These voxels were
mainly located in the lateral temporal cortex, particularly in the STS and the MTG, and in
the parietal cortex, including the IPL, the SPL, the precuneus, the TPJ, and the posterior
cingulate. In the frontal lobe, the voxels with high weights for the second component were
located in the IFG, including Broca’s area, the anterior cingulate, and the SFG. These areas
play important roles in semantic and social processing (Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder
et al. 2009; Price 2010; Robinson, Blair, and Cipolotti 1998). Many of these cortical areas
are also part of the DMN (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and Schacter 2008; Raichle et al. 2001).
These areas were also most accurately predicted by FISCA in the natural story experiment.

The voxels with high weights for the third FISCA component were primarily located
in the IPS in parietal cortex, frontal eye fields (FEF), and frontal opercular eye movement
areas (FO). The voxels at the core of these areas appeared in fuchsia in the cortical maps,
indicating high weights for both the first and the third FISCA components. The voxels sur-
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rounding these areas were blue, indicating high weights for only the third FISCA component.
These areas play essential roles in visual attention and eye movement control (Desimone and
Duncan 1995; Corbetta et al. 1998; Paus 1996). Voxels with high weights for the third
FISCA component were also located in foveal retinotopic cortex. The distribution of voxels
with high weights for the third component seems to indicate its prominent selectivity for
eye movement control. This is consistent with the experimental task. The subjects in the
natural movie experiment were asked to fixate their gaze on the center of the screen, which
required a considerable amount of eye movement control from the subjects while they were
attending to the whole movie display.

We examined spatial and temporal frequency tuning of the three FISCA components for
natural movies. These results are indicated at the right of Figure 3.8. The first component
had high tuning weights for middle spatial frequencies (0.2 cycles per degree) and negative
tuning for very high spatial frequencies (0.8 cycles per degree). The first component also
had high tuning weights for high temporal frequencies (4 Hz) and negative tuning for lower
temporal frequencies (2 Hz). The second component had high tuning weights for very low
and middle spatial frequencies (0.1 cycles per degree and 0.4 cycles per degree). The second
component also had slightly preferential tuning for very low temporal frequencies (0 Hz,
equivalent to no motion). The third component had preferential tuning for low spatial
frequencies (0.1 cycles per degree). The tuning weights of the third component parametrically
decreased with increasing spatial frequency values. The third component had no temporal
frequency tuning.

Taking the distribution of cortical weights and the visual feature tuning into account, it
appears that the first FISCA component for natural movies was selective for visual infor-
mation, particularly motion energy, as reflected by the high weights for voxels in the visual
cortex and preferential tuning for high temporal frequencies. The second FISCA component
was related to semantic and social content of the movies and non-task related responses,
as reflected by the high weights for voxels in semantically- and face-selective areas and the
DMN, as well as preferential tuning for low temporal frequencies. The third FISCA com-
ponent was related to eye movement control and visual attention, as reflected by the high
weights for voxels in brain areas related to these functions.

Principal components of FISCA for natural stories

For the natural story experiment, the distributions of voxels with high weights for the three
principal components of FISCA were similar across subjects. There was more variability for
FISCA components based on natural stories than for FISCA components based on natu-
ral movies. Greater variability for the stories may be due to characteristics of the stimuli.
The natural story stimuli consisted of long continuous narratives. The natural movie stim-
uli consisted of short interspersed blocks and produced more reliable BOLD responses. The
variability of FISCA components based on natural stories may also be due to variable topog-
raphy of cortical representation of language. Organization of the visual cortex and responses
to visual information are fairly similar across individuals, while language-related areas are
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more loosely organized throughout the cortex, and the responses in these areas are more
variable (Fedorenko and Kanwisher 2009).

The cortical maps of FISCA component weights for natural stories in Figure 3.9 reveal
a complex pattern of cortical organization. The voxels that had high weights for the first
component, shown in red in Figure 3.9 and in red and blue in the top cortical map in Figure
3.10B, were mainly located in the lateral temporal cortex, inferior prefrontal cortex, and the
SPL. The voxels that had high weights for the second component, shown in green in Figure
3.9 and in red and blue in the middle cortical map in Figure 3.10B, had high weights in the
IPL, the posterior cingulate, the superior frontal cortex and the TPJ. The voxels that had
high weights for the third component, shown in blue in Figure 3.9 and in red and blue in
the bottom cortical map in Figure 3.10B, were located in the higher visual areas including
PPA, OFA, LO, EBA, FBA, and an area of the anterior inferior temporal cortex lateral to
FFA, as well as in the ventral prefrontal cortex. The voxels in FFA had a combination of
high weights for the first and third FISCA components.

The pattern of FISCA component weights in the lateral temporal cortex was topographi-
cally organized, especially in the left hemisphere. The distribution of the FISCA component
selectivity in this region seemed to reflect a hierarchy of semantic processing. The voxels
in the STG appear in red, indicating high weights for the first FISCA component, whereas
the voxels in the STS appear in yellow, indicating high weights for both the first and the
second component. Voxels in the posterior STS and the MTG appear in green, indicating
high weights for the second FISCA component.

The organization of FISCA component weights for several nodes of the default mode
network (DMN), including the precuneus, the TPJ, and the posterior cingulate, seemed to
follow the same motif. The center of each region had voxels with high weights for the second
FISCA component, indicated in green on the cortical map, while surrounding voxels had
high weights for either the first FISCA component, indicated in red, or a combination of the
first and the third FISCA component, indicated in fuchsia.

We examined semantic tuning of each of the FISCA components for natural stories in
order to further understand the concepts captured by each of the components. The first
FISCA component had high tuning for abstract, violent and emotional concepts, and lower
tuning for communal, mental and social concepts. In addition, the first component had
negative tuning for temporal, professional, numeric, and locational concepts. The second
FISCA component had high tuning for abstract, violent, and emotional concepts and lower
tuning for mental and social concepts. The second component also had negative tuning
for temporal, professional, visual, numeric, and locational concepts. The second FISCA
component had similar semantic tuning to the first. This similarity in tuning was consistent
with close spatial proximity of the voxels with high weights for the first and the second
component. The semantic tuning for the third FISCA component differed markedly from
the tuning of the first two components. The third component had high tuning for visual,
tactile and numeric concepts, lower tuning for violent concepts, and negative tuning for
temporal, professional, mental, and social concepts.

Based on the distribution of the FISCA components on the cortical surface and their
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semantic tuning, we were able to interpret each component’s selectivity. The first FISCA
component was related to language and semantic processing, based on the locations of the
voxels with high weights for that component in the STG, the IPL and the angular gyrus,
and the IFG. These areas play key roles in language comprehension (Hickok and Poeppel
2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010).

The second FISCA component was also related to language processing as well as pro-
cessing of more abstract information. This observation was based on the locations of the
voxels with high weights for the second component in the SPL, precuneus, the TPJ, and the
STS, as well as the superior frontal cortex and the anterior and posterior cingulate. These
areas are thought to be involved in language comprehension and higher cognition, and they
are part of the DMN (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and Schacter 2008; Raichle et al. 2001).
The superior frontal cortex, the posterior cingulate, the SPL, and the precuneus are also
activated during memory retrieval (Lundstrom et al. 2003; Wagner et al. 2005; Leech and
Sharp 2014; Robinson, Blair, and Cipolotti 1998).

The third FISCA component was related to processing of concrete, sensory, and visual
information. The voxels with high weights for the third component were mainly located in
higher visual areas and areas related to spatial reasoning. The tuning of the third component
was related to sensory and concrete concepts. It is notable that the voxels with high weights
for the third component were heavily lateralized to the left hemisphere, while the locations of
the voxels with high weights for the other two components were distributed bilaterally. Many
fMRI experiments that study language find significant left lateralization of BOLD signals.
It is possible that this lateralization is due to the type of stimuli used in these experiments.
Most fMRI experiments that study language use single words, short phrases, and concrete
concepts as stimuli.

FISCA predictions across experiments of different modality

FISCA is based on cross-subject similarity, and its features are not explicitly dependent on
specific stimuli. This allowed us to use FISCA as a predictive model across experiments
with different stimuli. Across different experiments, FISCA predictions remained accurate
for brain regions where the features of the BOLD responses were similar for both experiments.
We used FISCA across two experiments with stimuli of different modalities: natural movies
and natural stories. This analysis allowed us to identify the regions of the brain that were
engaged in amodal processing.

We used FISCA estimated for the natural movie experiment to predict BOLD responses
to held-out natural stories for six subjects that participated in both experiments. Likewise,
we used FISCA estimated for the natural story experiment to predict BOLD responses to
held-out natural movies for the same six subjects. Figure 3.11A,B shows cross-experiment
prediction accuracy for subject S1. Prediction accuracy was quantified for each voxel as the
correlation between the predicted and actual BOLD response. Accuracy of predicted BOLD
responses to natural stories, based on FISCA estimated for natural movies, is plotted on
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Figure 3.11: FISCA prediction accuracy and components across experiments. Prediction accu-
racy and components of FISCA across experiments is plotted on the cortical map of subject S1. A. FISCA
was estimated based on responses of six subjects to natural movies, and then used to predict each subject’s
responses to a held-out set of natural stories. Prediction accuracy was computed by correlating predicted
and actual BOLD responses for each voxel in the brain. Responses in regions that play a role in semantic pro-
cessing, including the lateral temporal cortex, parietal cortex, and inferior prefrontal cortex, were accurately
predicted. B. FISCA components estimated based on BOLD responses to natural movies, scaled by the
prediction accuracy of natural movie FISCA to stories, shown in A. High weights for the first component are
represented in red, high weights for the second component are represented in green, and high weights for the
third component are represented in blue. Voxels that were accurately predicted across experiments had high
weights for the second and third component of FISCA, which were related to semantic content processing and
visual attention, respectively. C. FISCA was estimated based on responses of six subjects to natural stories,
and then used to predict each subject’s responses to a held-out set of natural movies. Prediction accuracy
was computed by correlating predicted and actual BOLD responses for each voxel in the brain. Responses
in higher visual regions and semantic processing regions, including the lateral temporal cortex and inferior
and lateral prefrontal cortex, were accurately predicted. D. FISCA components estimated based on BOLD
responses to natural stories, scaled by the prediction accuracy of natural story FISCA to movies, shown in
C. High weights for the first component are represented in red, high weights for the second component are
represented in green, and high weights for the third component are represented in blue. Voxels that were
accurately predicted across experiments had high weights for the second and third component of FISCA,
related to processing of abstract concepts and sensory and visual information, respectively.
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the cortical flat map in panel A. Accuracy of predicted BOLD responses to natural movies,
based on FISCA estimated for natural stories, is plotted on the cortical flat map in panel B.

To interpret the relationship between amodal processing and each of the FISCA compo-
nents, we visualized the contribution of the FISCA components towards cross-experiment
prediction. We scaled each of the FISCA components for the natural stories by the cross-
experiment prediction accuracy of responses to natural movie stimuli. We similarly scaled
the FISCA components for the natural movies by the cross-experiment prediction accuracy
of responses to natural story stimuli. We visualized these scaled components for subject
S1 on cortical flat maps in panels C and D of Figure 3.11. FISCA components for natural
movies, scaled by the cross-experiment prediction accuracy for natural stories, are plotted in
panel C. FISCA components for natural stories, scaled by the cross-experiment prediction
accuracy for natural movies, are plotted in panel C.

Cross-experiment predictions and FISCA component contributions were also visualized
for all six subjects who participated in both experiments. Prediction accuracy and scaled
components of FISCA trained on natural movies and tested on natural stories are plotted
in Figure 3.22. Prediction accuracy and scaled components of FISCA trained on natural
stories and tested on natural movies are plotted in Figure 3.23.

FISCA estimated for natural movies produced accurate predictions of responses to natural
stories in the lateral temporal cortex and in the inferior frontal cortex, two regions thought
to play key roles in language processing (Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price
2010). The predictions were highly accurate in the posterior STS, a region implicated in
auditory and visual integration (Beauchamp et al. 2004). Some voxels in the IPL and the
IPS were accurately predicted, as well as voxels in the superior frontal cortex.

Examining the FISCA component map scaled by the cross-experiment prediction accu-
racy in Figure 3.11C revealed that almost all accurately predicted voxels had high weights
for either the second or the third FISCA component or a combination of components, but
not for the first component in isolation. This finding was consistent with our interpretation
that the first component of natural movie FISCA captured motion energy information. This
component was less relevant for predicting BOLD responses to natural stories.

FISCA estimated for natural stories was accurate at predicting responses in higher visual
areas that are thought to be involved in semantic category processing, including EBA, PPA,
FFA, and RSC. Voxels in the posterior STS were also accurately predicted. Some voxels in
the IFS, FEF, and FO, areas involved in visual attention and eye movement control, were
accurately predicted as well. The voxels in the lateral temporal cortex, particularly in the
right STG and STS and in the inferior prefrontal cortex, which are implicated in seman-
tic processing (Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010), were predicted
accurately. Parts of the superior frontal cortex were accurately predicted as well.

The cortical map in Figure 3.11D shows FISCA components for natural stories that were
scaled by the cross-experiment prediction accuracy. Similarly to the movie components, most
voxels that were accurately predicted across experiments had high weights for the second
and the third component or a combination of components, but not for the first component in
isolation. This finding is consistent with our hypothesis that the first component captured
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information that was more specifically related to language processing.

3.5 Discussion

We used similarity across individual brain responses to natural movies and stories to con-
struct a data-driven feature space via an approach called FISCA. We showed that this feature
space can be used to accurately predict brain responses to novel stimuli both within and
across modality. The predictions made by FISCA were temporally precise and were used
to identify specific timepoints in the stimuli. FISCA features were interpretable and were
used to describe functional selectivity of responses across the brain. Additionally, we were
able to use FISCA to predict brain responses across experiments with stimuli presented in
different modalities. This analysis revealed brain regions involved in amodal processing of
natural stimuli.

One of the major contributions of FISCA is that it allows us to compare functional
responses across subjects without anatomical alignment. We showed that the FISCA com-
ponents were very similar across subjects and revealed key features of BOLD responses to
natural stimuli. In the future, it would be possible to extend FISCA for investigating indi-
vidual differences in BOLD responses. Because FISCA captures functional similarities across
subjects, it would be possible to identify residual information in the BOLD responses that
is not explained by FISCA components. Modeling this residual information would provide
a method for identifying individually variable aspects of BOLD responses. It would also be
possible to use FISCA to classify subject subgroups based on similarities or differences in
their BOLD responses.

The second contribution of FISCA is that it allowed us to predictively model BOLD
responses to complex stimuli without constructing an explicit feature space for quantifying
these stimuli. Previous work in feature-based voxel-wise modeling has been successful in
predicting brain responses to novel natural movie and story stimuli using feature-based
models (Nishimoto et al. 2011; Huth et al. 2012; Çukur et al. 2013; Huth et al. 2016).
These studies modeled brain responses as a function of stimulus-based features that were
present in the natural stimuli. The feature-based voxel-wise modeling approach is very
effective for modeling BOLD responses in brain regions where relevant features are well
understood. However, for brain regions where the relevant features are unknown, it is difficult
or impossible to construct an appropriate explicit feature space. FISCA addresses this by
estimating a data-driven feature space that is not derived from the stimuli but instead on
the similarity of brain responses across individuals.

We compared accuracy of FISCA predictions to predictions of feature-based models across
the brain. This comparison illustrated the value of data-driven features for modeling brain
responses in regions where selectivity has not yet been thoroughly described. Brain responses
to natural movies in the visual cortex were more accurately predicted by a voxel-wise motion
energy model (Nishimoto et al. 2011) than by FISCA. However, brain responses to natu-
ral movies in areas outside of the visual cortex, such as the parietal and superior temporal
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cortex, were more accurately predicted by FISCA than by the motion energy model. The
representation in much of the visual cortex can either be characterized by or is highly cor-
related with motion energy information (Adelson and Bergen 1985; Watson and Ahumada
1985). However, motion energy features are less well suited to describe the representation
of brain regions outside of the visual cortex. FISCA was able to identify relevant predictive
features of brain responses in regions outside of the early visual cortex based on the similarity
of individual BOLD responses.

Brain responses to natural stories were more accurately predicted by FISCA than a
semantic model (Huth et al. 2016) throughout the cortex. This may be because natural
language processing engages many regions of the brain that represent diverse types of in-
formation (Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Binder et al. 2009; Price 2010). In addition to the
information described by the semantic model, FISCA allows us to implicitly model other
types of information in the stories, as long as it is similarly represented across individuals.

We showed that FISCA can be used to model responses to complex natural stimuli with
comparable or greater accuracy than feature-based models, despite having fewer features.
However, there is a drawback of FISCA compared to feature-based models. It may capture
components of the BOLD responses that are similar across subjects but are unrelated to
the task. In this respect, FISCA shares challenges with data analysis methods developed
for resting state experiments that investigate the default mode network (Buckner, Andrews-
Hanna, and Schacter 2008; Raichle et al. 2001).

The DMN is activated during many complex functions, including memory retrieval, social
cognition, navigation, rumination, and internal speech (Spreng, Mar, and Kim 2009), and it
includes several regions implicated in semantic processing (Binder et al. 2009). The DMN
is usually identified by analyzing functional covariance of brain regions. It is possible that
some features that covary across regions during resting state experiments are artifactual.

However, FISCA has an advantage over analyses of resting state experiments. FISCA
relies on cross-subject similarity while the subjects are performing the same task. On the
other hand, resting state experiments have no task, which makes it difficult to ascertain the
source of functional covariance observed in these experiments. Constraining FISCA by the
similarity of task-related responses reduces the likelihood that FISCA is capturing internal,
task-unrelated features of brain activity, as these features would have to be consistent for
multiple subjects simultaneously. Additionally, the inclusion of an explicit task can be used
to extend the interpretation of the FISCA mapping, as we have done by interpreting the
FISCA components in terms of tuning to stimulus features.

The third contribution of FISCA is that it can reveal similarities in responses across
experiments with stimuli in different sensory modalities. Unlike feature-based models which
require the stimuli to be mapped to the same feature representation, FISCA does not rely
on stimulus features. We demonstrated that FISCA estimated for natural movies can be
used to predict responses in amodal brain regions for natural stories and vice versa. Our
findings are consistent with previous evidence for amodal regions that process visual and
auditory information (Kircher et al. 2009; Kherif, Josse, and Price 2011; Simanova et al.
2014; Shinkareva et al. 2011).
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In addition to investigating amodal processing, it is possible to use FISCA to find similar-
ities across distinct datasets that differ in other respects. For example, it would be possible
to extend FISCA to analysis of data across recording modalities, such as fMRI and MEG or
EEG. Additionally, it would also be possible to compare brain responses across patient pop-
ulations using FISCA. FISCA could also be valuable for comparing fMRI responses across
species, such as humans and macaques.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we used a method called FISCA, a data-driven predictive model based
on cross-subject similarity, to predict BOLD responses to natural movies and stories. We
demonstrated that FISCA components can be interpretable and can capture key features of
responses to natural stimuli. FISCA produces predictions that are accurate and comparable
to predictions of feature-based models, while not requiring construction of an explicit feature
space. Finally, we used FISCA to predict responses across stimulus modalities and to identify
brain regions involved in amodal processing.

3.7 Supplemental figures
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Figure 3.12: FISCA prediction accuracy for natural movies. FISCA prediction accuracy for BOLD
responses of ten subjects to a held-out set of natural movies. The predictions for each subject were based
on the BOLD responses of nine other subjects to natural movies. Prediction accuracy for each voxel was
quantified as the correlation between predicted responses and observed BOLD responses. FISCA predictions
were highly accurate throughout the visual cortex, in the inferior and lateral temporal cortex, in the parietal
lobe, particularly in the IPS, in eye movement selective areas in the frontal cortex, and inferior and parts of
the lateral prefrontal cortex.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of FISCA and motion energy model prediction accuracy for natural
movies. Comparison of FISCA predictions and predictions of the voxel-wise motion energy model. Predic-
tion accuracy for each voxel is displayed based on a two-dimensional color scale. Voxels are colored in red if
the FISCA predictions were more accurate, blue if the motion energy model predictions were more accurate,
and white if the predictions were equally accurate. FISCA predictions had accuracy that was comparable
to those of the motion energy model in the visual cortex and had higher accuracy in most areas outside of
the visual cortex. The motion energy model predicted more accurately in the peripheral visual cortex, in
the SPL, the TPJ, and the MTG.
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Figure 3.14: FISCA prediction accuracy for natural stories. FISCA prediction accuracy for BOLD
responses of ten subjects to a held-out set of natural stories. The predictions of each subject were based on
BOLD responses of nine other subjects to natural stories. Prediction accuracy for each voxel was quantified
as the correlation between predicted responses and observed BOLD responses. FISCA predictions were
highly accurate throughout the lateral temporal cortex and the parietal cortex, lateral, medial, and inferior
prefrontal cortex, and parts of higher visual cortex.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of FISCA and semantic model prediction accuracy for natural stories.
Comparison of FISCA predictions and predictions of the voxel-wise semantic model. Prediction accuracy
for each voxel is displayed based on a two-dimensional color scale. Voxels are red if the FISCA predictions
were more accurate, blue if the semantic model predictions were more accurate, and white if the predictions
were equally accurate. FISCA predictions were more accurate than the semantic model predictions in most
of the cortex, except for a small number of voxels in the lateral SFG.
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Figure 3.16: Principal component 1 of FISCA for natural movies. FISCA was estimated using
BOLD responses for ten subjects who watched natural movies. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for
the first principal component of FISCA are shown on the cortical maps for all ten subjects. The projections
for each component are colored according to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of each
component is arbitrary. The voxels with the highest weights for the first component were located in the
visual cortex for all subjects.
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Figure 3.17: Principal component 2 of FISCA for natural movies. FISCA was estimated using
BOLD responses for ten subjects who watched natural movies. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for
the second principal component of FISCA are shown on the cortical maps for all ten subjects. The projections
for each component are colored according to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of each
component is arbitrary. The voxels with the highest weights for the second component were located in
dynamic visual, face-related, and speech-related cortical areas.
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Figure 3.18: Principal component 3 of FISCA for natural movies. FISCA was estimated using
BOLD responses for ten subjects who watched natural movies. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for
the third principal component of FISCA are shown on the cortical maps for all ten subjects. The projections
for each component are colored according to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of
each component is arbitrary. The voxels with the highest weights for the third component were located in
attention-related areas and retinotopic cortex.
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Figure 3.19: Principal component 1 of FISCA for natural stories. FISCA was estimated using
BOLD responses for ten subjects who listened to natural stories. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings
for the first principal component of FISCA are shown on the cortical maps for all ten subjects. The projections
for each component are colored according to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of each
component is arbitrary. The voxels with the highest weights for the first component were located in the
auditory cortex. For some subjects, the voxels with high weights for the first component were also located
in the parietal and frontal lobes.
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Figure 3.20: Principal component 2 of FISCA for natural stories. FISCA was estimated using
BOLD responses for ten subjects who listened to natural stories. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for
the second principal component of FISCA are shown on the cortical maps for all ten subjects. The projections
for each component are colored according to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of each
component is arbitrary. The voxels with the highest weights for the second component were located in
precuneus and higher auditory cortex.
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Figure 3.21: Principal component 3 of FISCA for natural stories. FISCA was estimated using
BOLD responses for ten subjects who listened to natural stories. For each subject, the voxel-wise loadings for
the third principal component of FISCA are shown on the cortical maps for all ten subjects. The projections
for each component are colored according to a red-white-blue colormap. Note that the directionality of each
component is arbitrary. The voxels with the highest weights for the third component for most subjects were
located in amodal semantic areas and lateral prefrontal cortex.
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Figure 3.22: Prediction accuracy and components of FISCA trained on natural movies and
tested on natural stories. FISCA was estimated based on responses of six subjects to natural movies and
was then used to predict each subject’s responses to a held-out set of natural stories. The left side of the
figure shows prediction accuracy, computed as the correlations of predicted and actual BOLD responses for
each voxel in the brain. The right side of the figure shows FISCA components estimated based on BOLD
responses to natural movies, scaled by the prediction accuracy of natural movie FISCA to stories, shown on
the left.
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Figure 3.23: Prediction accuracy and components of FISCA trained on natural stories and
tested on natural movies. FISCA was estimated based on responses of six subjects to natural stories and
was then used to predict each subject’s responses to a held-out set of natural movies. The left side of the
figure shows prediction accuracy, computed as the correlations of predicted and actual BOLD responses for
each voxel in the brain. The right side of the figure shows FISCA components estimated based on BOLD
responses to natural stories, scaled by the prediction accuracy of natural story FISCA to movies, shown on
the left.
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Chapter 4

Concluding remarks

4.1 Summary of results

The purpose of the work described here was to investigate representation of natural movies
and natural stories in the human cortex using an unsupervised learning method.

In Chapter 2, I introduced a Python software package called Pyrcca for performing canon-
ical correlation analysis (CCA). I demonstrated how Pyrcca can be used on an abstract
example and then described its applications to neuroimaging analysis.

In Chapter 3, I described FISCA, a method based on CCA for analyzing natural stimulus
representation in the brain based on cross-subject similarity. I applied this method to BOLD
responses of fourteen subjects to natural movies and stories. I used FISCA to accurately
predict BOLD responses to held-out stimuli and to decode stimulus timepoints based on
these predictions. I characterized the features of BOLD responses identified by FISCA
by visualizing them on the cortex and by computing their tuning to visual and semantic
features. Finally, I used FISCA to identify amodal brain regions that are activated similarly
by information in the visual and auditory modalities.

4.2 Unsupervised learning in neuroimaging analysis

Feature-based predictive modeling is an excellent method for studying representation of
natural stimuli in the brain. However, it requires an explicit hypothesis about the features
that are represented. For some regions of the brain, such as the early visual cortex, relevant
features are well known and it is possible to construct a well-founded feature space. For
some other regions of the brain, such as the prefrontal cortex, the representation is poorly
understood. In these cases, unsupervised learning is a better alternative for modeling the
responses. In Chapter 3, I showed that a model based on canonical correlation analysis
produces more accurate predictions of BOLD responses to natural movies outside the visual
cortex, as well as to natural stories throughout the brain.
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4.3 Future directions

The work presented here could be further applied to construction of feature-based predic-
tive models. Relevant features that are identified via unsupervised learning could inform
hypotheses about representation. For brain regions where the representation is not well
known, the unsupervised and supervised approach could be iterated in order to construct
more accurate models.

The approach presented here could be used for many applications in neuroimaging anal-
ysis. In this dissertation, I used canonical correlation analysis to identify features of BOLD
responses based on similarities across individual subjects. It is also possible to use canonical
correlation analysis to map the same subject’s responses across modality. This could be
particularly useful for combining modalities that present complementary advantages. For
example, fMRI data have high spatial resolution and low temporal resolution, whereas EEG
and MEG have high temporal resolution and low spatial resolution. These modalities could
be combined using the same approach. Canonical correlation analysis could also be used to
find relationships between feature spaces for the same stimuli, such as visual features and
semantic content of natural movies.

There are many unsupervised learning methods that could be used instead or in addition
to canonical correlation analysis in order to learn relevant features of representation in the
brain. For example, hierarchical clustering could be used to identify specific areas in the
brain based on the similarity of their responses. Clustering could also be used to find groups
of individuals and compare differences across groups, such as patient populations or different
language speakers. I hope that the approach presented in this dissertation and unsupervised
modeling in general will find far-reaching applications in neuroimaging data analysis.
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